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VA Hospital Cook Held in Poisoning Of Wife
Youth In Coma Arsenic In Breakfast
Since Feb. 18; Is Traced To Husband

Ruling Ends Player's
Career With Big Ten

A 54-year-old cook at Kennedy VA hospital is being held
without bond this week in the
poison death of his wife last
Feb. 18.
A 22-year-old youth, who was Arrested last Wednesday and
stomped and kicked about the charged with first degree murhead early Feb. 18 near Les- der was David Matthew Goodman, Sr., of 716 Harrell St.
ter High school, died last Sun- The victim was Mrs. Lithe Belle
day night at John Gaston Goodman, 60.
hospital without ever regaining According to information received, Goodman had volunconsciousness.
teered to fix breakfast for the
The victim was Willie Mason, family on the days that he
Jr., who lived with his parents did not go to work, and his
at 1979 Cloverdale drive.
wife would prepare it on other
DAVID M. GOODMAN
mornings.
Clarence Harvey McDaniel,
Police
claim that Goodman Funeral services were held
24, of 897 E. Dempster St.,
who w a s originally charged slipped the lethal dose of ar- for the victim on Thursday
with assault to murder, has senic into his wife's food when night, Feb. 23, at the Oki
now been charged with mur- he fixed breakfast on Friday Salem
Baptist church on Scott
morning, Feb. 17. Mrs. Goodder.
man became ill the same day. St., with S. W. Qualls company
McDaniel claimed that the Officers were called to the in charge. Burial was the next
victim bad borrowed two dol- home on Feb. 18, at 9 a.m, af- morning, Feb. 24, in National
lars from him, and that when ter the couple's son. David M. cemetery.
he asked him to pay him back, Goodman.. an 18-year-old high Goodman returned to his job
Mason began running, and then school senior, went in to wake as cook at the VA hospital,
fell. It was then that Mc- his mother and found her dead. while police then conducted "an
Daniel stomped and kicked the
Since Mrs. Goodman had a extensive investigation."
victim about the head ono face.
history of high blood pressure, Relatives of Goodman, who
Willie Mason. Sr.. the youth's the cause of death was listed had come from out-of-town to
father, said he has visited as from "natural causes" at attend the funeral were shocked
on Wednesday. March 1. when
Binghampton and talked to per- the time.
sons who witnessed Sae assault While funeral a rra n gem ent3 officers arrested him and chargon his son, and they told him were being made for her, a ed him with murder.
that at least two others were son by a previous marriage. Brought before City Court
involved in the fatal assault. Eddie Johnson of 1659 Gabay Judge Bernie Weinman on last
at., went to the Homicide Di-'Thursday nornning, with DeFuneral services for young vision of the Police Departmeattective Ben Whitney reading the
Mason, a 1963 graduate of Ha- and told officers that he ba..tharges, Goodman was allowed
milton high school, will be held lieved there had been foal until the afternoon to contact
on Sunday at the Alpha church play, and that he wanted an an attorney. He pleaded not
on McLerr ore.
autopsy performed before his guilty and was ordered held
without bond.
S. W. Qualls and company is mother was buried.
The autopsy by Dr. J. T. Goodman served in the U. S.
in charge of arrangements.
Francisco revealed that death Army overseas during World
was caused by arsenic poi- War IL and is reported to have
soning. Mrs. Goodman had com- been treated for mental illness
plained of severe stomach pains at various times since he was
on the day before her death. discharged.

Assault Dies

Richard Jones, a Memphiau
who was starring on the basketball team at the University of
Illinois, has been declared permanently ineligible to play for
receiving "illegal financial aid"
from a slush fund at the school.
Mr. Jones, who starred at
Lester High School and who was
considered by basketball enthusiasts as one of the greatest
basketball players produced in
the city of Memphis in recent
years, was one ot the five athletes placed on the permanently
ineligible list by the Big Ten
faculty representatives.
Five other students were ruled
ineligible to play in a decision
which was considered the final
action in an investigation of the
slush fund by Big Ten conference, and the school directed to
RICHARD JONES
dismiss three coaches involved.
The coaches are Pete Elliott, when Jones was a student,
a football coach; basketball there, said he talked to the slitcoach Harry Combes, and How- dent Sunday by phone, and that
ie Braun, the assistant basket- he had not made up his mind
1what he will do next year, but
ball coach.
The charge against Richard that he will remain there at
Jones, a junior physical edu-ileast until the end of the semescation major, was that he haditer.
received $35 a month payment! The students affected will be
from the basketball fund. Dun-iallowed to stay at the schools
lap, also a junior from Chicago, for the duration of their scholar- REUNION CHAIRMEN —
'7' classes (1897, 1907, 1917.
was charged with having re- ships. IL-. Barber said that it Mrs. Ethyl H. Venson will
1927, 1937, 1947 and 1957).
ceived $15 a month from the would be useless for Jones to serve as general chairman
The reunion is scheduled
fund and had enrolled at Illinois transfer to another school, since and Samuel Helm, co-chairfor May 26-27-28. Elaborate
with that assurance.
plans are being made for
an expected NCAA ruling might man, of LeMoyne College's
Pinder. a junior football play- prevent him from playing at an- reunion of Graduates of its
this annual occasion. Mrs.
er from Hollywood, Fla.. was other college.
said to have received funds to When Jones was graduated
tr a vel home on vacation, from Lester, he was offered
which amounted to more than scholarships to at least 100
$500 a year.
schools around the country.
Two freshmen football play- Jones wants to play profesers, Derek Faison of Newport sional basketball, and Mr. BarNews. Va., and Robert Stephens ber said that he did not expect A Memphian, Markhum L.
of Chicago. were also declared the action att Illinois to
affect Stansbury, has been setected
permanently ineligible to play, his chances.
for inclusion in the 1967 edition of "Outstanding Young Menl
James A. Barber, principal of "It only means that he will
not
of America."
Kansas Elementary school, wholbe able to sign on with a
bon- The announcement was
ma,lc,
was on the faculty of Lester us." Mr. Barber said.
by Doug Blankenship, past U.S.

Venson is a member of the
Memphis Housing Authority and coordinator of the
Cotton Makers Jubilee. Mr.
Helm is principal of Shannon Elementary School.

Memphian Listed With
Three At Manassas Are
'Outstanding Young Men' Scholarship Winners

Lane Seeks Change For
Electricians' License

others will follow.
Hi Swingers:
TOP TIGERS
Manassasites
are
mighty
We
1
Eugene Horne, James
BOYS:
on
you
bringing
up
again,
I back
the latest news from inside the Bradford. Dempsy Gates, Rossevelt Walker, a n d Eldridge Commissioner Hunter Lane, ticeship training makes it exTigers Den.
this week announced that he tremely
Prince.
difficult for Negro elecBefore I growl any louder GIRLS: Dyanne
Dotson, Car- has requested the Board of
tock
tick
my
cease
tricians
,I'd like to
to obtain a master's
Jaycee president (1962-63) who
Electrical
Donelson,
rie
Examiners and suRosie Gaston,
Land give special recognition to Shelia Austin and Lenoria pervisors to give favorable COO- license under the present Code
is serving as chairman of the
one of the most treasurable Davis.
14-man National Board of Editsideration to the creation of a provisions.
masterpieces, or should I say
ors who made the selections.
"One of the main reasons I
residential electric license.
APPRECIATION
'people.
He said the men selected "have
Here at last, but not least, Holders of the license will have asked the Board to conReceiving this honor is none is some appreciation
distinguished themselves in one
to those be entitled to perform all elec- sider this license is increased
other than Larry Jones, a mem- who make us what we ought trical work in the wiring of one opportunities for Negro electrior more fields of endeavor to
ber of the 12-8 class under the to be. This week the Manassas and two-family dwellings. Pres- cians which its creation will
the point of being outstanding."
supervision of Mr. A. Turner. Tigers recognize our klidance ent licensing regulations pro- start and he expects there will
Mr. Stansbury, a native MemCongressman Dan Kuykendall morality for all members of phian attended Leath ElemenLarry is a member of the counselors. They are Mrs.
G. vide for a master electrical be no difficulty in regulating reof Memphis was among those Congress. And this is the only tary and Booker
Ole Timers club, Mu Alpha Harvey, Mrs. A. Jones, Mrs. license, which allows the holder sidential license
T. Wasningholders.
members of the U. S. House of issue involved in the Powell ton High schools. During his
Theta, the National Honor So- G. M. Greene and .0. T. Peep- to do work on all types of resiprovide,"
Representatives last week who case.
he
added.
ciety and was one of the Na- les.
high school career he was
dential, commercial and indusignored a committee's recom- "Those who would try to cloud president of his homeroom;
He said that Shelby County
tional Achievement Finalists.
No problem is too personal trial buildings.
mendation that Adam Clayton the issue by introducing racism editor of the school
M.
L.
STANSINURY
i He is the proud son of Mrs. for them to discuss. They are Commissioner Lane said, "I has previously had such a lipaper,
Powell be censured and voter, are doing a disservice to
. 'Alberta Jones and a member always on time when you need think the creation of this type cense holders.
the "T H E WASHINGTONIAN;" • High Schools of America '
to bar him from membership Congress and to the nation,"
he and associate editor of the an- During his senior year at Alberta Jones and a member them to help solve problems. of license will be a great bene- "All trades and professions
in the 90th Congress.
said.
Chapel Baptist Can you think of anything fit to all electrical customers. are becoming more specialited
nual, "THE WARRIOR." He Lane,
he was cited as "Omega of Coleman
The Republican Congressman He said that t h e
evidence was a member of the National Man of the Year;" presented Church, of which Rev. George else to call them except gui- It has particular significance to these days, and the creation of
said that it was a "matter of presented at five weeks of
Trotter is pastor.
rc
thsled ent al
pub- Honor Society and also listed
the Negro communities. where
conscience" that prevented him lic hearings convinced him that in the 1960 edition of "Who's The Perel and Lowenstein Prize Continue to lead the right dance counselors?
holderlitcoensco
encweinlltr e
atne
See you next week.
lack of opportunity for appren- thabele
from voting to seat the Harlem former Congressman Powell Who Among
on residential work. This
Student Leaders
way. Larry, and someday
(Continued on Page 2)
Democrat.
violated the standards demandshould produce more efficiency
Representative
Kuyke n- ed of a member of Congress.
and healthy competition, which
dall said, ''When it COMES to Since t h e members of Con'I believe will be of great benethe question of the ethics of gress barred the, New York
fit to the community." he exmembers of Congress, there can Democrat from a seat in the
plained.
be no compromise with princi-, House, a Washington newspaper
The City Commission will
pie.
has accused a South Carolina
Whitney Young. director of block from his home. He was have to amend the present code
'I believe I represent the Congressman of conduct which
the National Urban League. concerned about the Vietna- to establish the residential elecviews of practically all of the should result in similar action
held
a large audience assemb- mese sufferings as a result of trician's license.
people of Memphis in demand- by the Congress. but no such
led at Southwestern College. in war, b ut showed no interest
ing the highest standards of demand has been made.
rapt attention last Saturday about the Negro mother whose v
morning as he spoke to them children were being bitten by
ion the subject, "Civil Rights: rats on the block near his
Problem or Opportunity."
home."
He prefaced his address by Mr. Young suggested that
the observing that 1966 ha I not the 1966 white reaction to the
been a good year in race re- Negro's housing and last sumlations. Its audience composed mer's riots and "black power"
largely of college students from views drive indicated that the
Southwestern,. LeMoyne, Siena, majority group quickly set out
The Distributive Education
and Owen, listened closely as to sieze the opportunity to
A veteran courtroom observer "A goodly number of Sheriff
and Office Occupation classes
he presented some sharp ob- distort and take the whole dewas strong in his criticism ofl Hinds' clients are Negroes." the
Carver High School celeservations on the topic, with velopment out of focus. He no- Of
former Sheriff M. A. Hinds for,
brated the 50th anniversary of
observer said, "and why he
personal interpretations of the ted that 97 per cent of the
the repeated use of the term,'
vocational education at a prowould conduct himself in spelt
current situation.
"this nigger," when he was
Negroes in America did not
gram given during an assembly
a manner is amazing
representing the youth in City
Among the highlights of his participate in nor approve of recently.
"Sometime lawyers will reCan't last Saturday.
speech was Mr. Young's obser- violence. He noted that for
fer to their clients as 'boy," he
vation that there are so many every one Negro youth who The guest speaker was C. E.
City Court Judge Bernie Wein- said, "but never have
Pearson, a teacher of DistriI seen
V
oca1 American "Hawks," who threw a "molotov" cocktail, a
man was also criticized by
an attorney who was getting his
butive Educatio nat Memphis
thousand
offering
were
their
want to escalate the Vietnam
some of the persons who were
university.
fee from a person refer to him
War and help bring democracy lives in democracy's cause in State
in the court for not demanding in such
an insulting manner."
Other
guests were Dwayne
Vietnam.
that
changes
to
by
the
voluntary
have
effort
a
CO-SIGNERS
PROis
FOR
disadvantaged
to
the
Vietnathat Atty. Hinds refrain from
Judge Weinman said that be
been incorporated under mese people, but can't find time He said that the Negro has Tucker. a supervisor of distribbusiness and industry to
GRESS — M. A. Wright,
using the insulting term.
the Civil Rights legislation to help in the solution of this "crackpots (extremists)" just utive education, of the Memcreate more job opportuniboard chairman and chief
According to witnesses, ex- did hear the former Sheriff use
court,
"nigger,"
the
in
term,
the
minormembers
of
the
eoacted since 1964. As an nation's greatest domestic issue. like the white race, but the phis city schools, and J. French,
of
for
executive
officer
ties
Sheriff Hinds appeared in court
ity groups through a ffir.
ex-officio member of the the race problem and civil Urban League does not condone supervisor of office occupations
to represent a young man who but that he does not appt-ove of Humble Oil and Refining
Plans for Progress Advis- rights.
motive action. Mr. Wright's
the general interpretation of of the Memphis city schools.
had been arrested with a group I anyone using racial or any oth, company, occupies Vice
or. Council, Vice President
President Hubert H. Hum•
He said that a prominent "black power".
action in signing an exFollowing the program, the
of others, and stated that "This er kind of insulting remarks in
Humphrey cø-signs all new American Senator was all "for He said the Urban League be- Distributive Education and ofpanded "Plan" reaffirmed
Phrey's chair while signing
nigger has not been in any kind his court.
his company's dedication
acreements under the pro- self-determination for the Viet- lieves in "power", such as fice occupation classes enterWhen Sheriff Hinds is cam- Humble's new and expandof trouble before. He just hapgram.
to the national program
namese, hut over-looked t he
tained the guests during a cofpen to be with a group of bad paigning for the Negro votes, ed Plan for Progress in
Coniinned on page!
and Humble's commitment
same for Negroes who live a
fee hour.
he refers to them as "colored." Washington. T k e program
niggers, your honor."

Kuykendall Votes With
Anti-Powell Factions

UL's Young Speaks On
Rights At Southwestern

Ex-Sheriff Calls Client

A 'Nigger' In Courtroom

ocational
Ed ucation
observance

SA
Page
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UL's
Today
World
The

Young

(Continued (rem Page 1)

NEW YORK — Princess Margaret and her husband, Lord
Snowdon, will be reunited here Friday and will fly to the Bahamas together for a vacetion, scotching reports of a marital
breakup, informed sources said
•
• • •
HONG KONG — Raciio Peking announced the reopening of
some schools in Peithig arid Shanghai Tuesday in what appeared
to be a new effort to tone down Mao Tse-Tung's so-called "cultural revolution."
JAKARTA — Indonesian strongman Gen. Suharto rose to
the defense of President Sukarno in a special session of congress called to decide Sukarno's fate. Suharto has warned that
any hasty anti-Sukarno action by Congress could bring civil war.

AD AM
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Memphian
Listed

Hiawatha Club Aids
Federation Project

green (money) power, maroon
(textbook) power, and white
(Continued from Page II
(ballot) power. "Taken toMrs. Addle G. Owen, Mrs. Mrs. Ethyl Venson is general
gether", Mr. Young said they -awarded to the student who, Doris Sodden and Mrs. Mary
chairman of the City Federafaculty,
constitute the only newer the in the opinion of the
King was hostesses for the
advance
greatest
the
made
February meeting of the Hia- tion project, and Mrs. Zana
Negro, like any other American had
acawatha Art and Social club at Ward president of the organiyear,
school
the
during
needs.
In a reference to Stokeley i demically and socially. He also the Sarah Brown branch of zation.
Carmichael during the question appears in the 1966 edition of the UWCA recently.
Members of the Hiawatha
and answer session following "Who's Who Among Students During the business session Art and Social club present at
his address, Mr. Young obmembers discussed the City the February meeting were
served that Stokeley was a in American Universities and Federation projec t, "An Mrs. Grace Tardy, Mrs. Mary
Colleges."
normally bright American stuEvening of Song," to be pre. E. Murphy, Miss Annie Thompdent at Howard Univenity, Mr. Stansbury, a 1966 grad- sented at Bruce Hall on Sun- son, Mrs. Mauddean Seward,
that he had few of the disday, April 9, from 4 to 6 p.m. Mrs. Milred Crawford, Mrs.
abilities of being a Negro, un. nate of Lane college, is now Appearing will be II Cantorium, Lettie L. Poston, Mrs. Jessie
til he went to Alabama and the school's director. He has classical singers, and the Gib- Lockhart, Mrs. Willa Brisco,
worked for two years.
worked w it h Radio Station son Family, gospel singers.
Mrs. Thelma Hooks, Mrs.
"Then be began to regard1 WDIA in Memphis and WJAK
Minnie Hill, president; and
Alabama as the United States." .
Members of the Hiawatha miss Birdie C. Lenoir, secreJackson,
Tenn.
Carmich-in
He said he still feels
Art an dSocial club are spon- tary and reporter.
ael ha s a great contribution i He received national recog- soring a girl in the "Miss City
Ito make to America, if giv- tation by U.S. Camera Maga- Federation" contest. Proceeds
ni
en the opportunity.
will benefit the Lelia Walker
sine
in 1962 for a photo "James clubhouse and the organizaMr. Young mentioned the contrast in the amount of money Meredith Meets the Press." tion's scholarship fund.
the United States spends for While on assignment for JET City
Federation
members
armaments and highways and Magazine in Jackson, Miss, at were guests of the Hiawatha
the money spent for health, the funeral of Medgar Evers, Art and Social club during a
welfare and education. He said he shot Mrs. Evers wipping meeting held in February at the
that only 16 per cent of the na- tears from her son's eyes
Lelia Walker clubhouse.
tion's income goes for the lat- "A TIME FOR TEARS" which
NATCHEZ. Miss. — Grieving
Negroes, led by top officers of
was the Weeks's Best Pti,-,,i
ter.
He said it was hard to avoid He is married to the former
the National Association for the
the feeling that Adam Clayton Miss Lucy Barbar. They reside
Advancement of Colored People, paid tribute Sunday to a
Powell, ex-Congressman. was at 1902 Carver, Apt. 8.
being given "special treatment"
local NAACP officer killed by
a bomb Monday night.
by other Congressmen as a re- OLTTSTAND ING YOUNG
minder that he, as a Negro, MEN OF AMERICA is an an•
should be more circumspect mai biographical complilation ST. CROIX, U. S. VIRGIN The funeral of Wharlest Jackson, 37, brought national civil
of approximately 10,000 young
than his fellow legislators.
ISLANDS — Air passengers
Young closed his address with men of outstanding rank leaving here now may check rights leaders and Negroes from
a special plea to his largely throughout the country. Nomi- through U.S. Customs before across the state to this Magnoyouthful audience to remem- nees for the book come from they depart this island, elimi- lia-dotted old South city.
ber that America's race prob- many sources. However, the nating lost time and possible A 20-car motorcade
from
lem "separates the men from majority of the nominatious missed connections after land- Jackson arrived shortly before
Jaycee
chapters
are
made
by
women
from
the
the boys, the
ing in New York.
the funeral.
girls". He noted that any all- and college alumni associations. The pre-clearance program
white system makes for a President Lyndon B. John will be conducted on an expert("sameness" that blocks variety son has said about the Out- mental basis through April 30.
and creativity. He pointed out standing Young Men book, The majority of departing visithat most of the great develop- "The decision to honor in this tors interviewed at Alexander
ments in the nation's history manner the outstanding young Hamilton Airport during the
;have come about through the men in our country is mciet early days of the program had
cooperative effort of a variety welcome; it serves to spur favorable reactions.
of national and ethnic groups. these future leaders of our land "I think this is the greatest
He said the Irish came to to even greater accomplish- thing that ever happened," one
I this country under a disad- ments and it encourages others woman said, "We won't have
vantage. So did other immi-Ito follow their example."
to stand in line in New York
grant groups, such as thel
where we might miss a plane
Italians. Jews and Poles. But Each year since 1938. the into Chicago:"
these groups focused their U.S. Jaycees have selected the One traveler approved the
hopes and efforts on the values Ten Outstanding Young Men new system, but added a comof education, discipline, and of America. Among past TOYM plaint. "I'd rather wait here
sustained effort. They did not winners are such famous per- in the sunshine than in New
keep much noise, but kept sonalities as John F. Kennedy York at Kennedy Airport. I
quiet and kept working toward (1946); Nelson Rockef eller think it's very fine. My only
their goals. He said, "The dem- (1941); Dr. Tom Dooley (1956); complaint is that they broke
onstrations, and the like did and Henry Ford. II (1945). The my five fifths of gin on the
much to dramatize the Negro's publi cation OUTSTANDING twelve-minute ride here."
situation in Americ a. But, YOUNG MEN OF AMERICA
U.S. Customs officials on St.
"Lung power alone will not will feature the 1967 TOYM win- Croix say that each flight will
achieve the goals we seek. We ners. U.N Ambassador Arthur be processed within a 40-minute
must combine brain power in J. Goldberg and Leonard Bern- period, the normal stop-over
the economic, political, a n d stein will write the introductory time for refueling Pan Ameriother spheres of our lives."
messages for the 1967 edition. can direct jet flights.
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To retailers
whose profit
picture could
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improving!
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National's new BankAmericard. and
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What makes BankAmericard so
special? Because here for the first time
is a credit card that can be used locally,
yet is recognized coast to coast. Because
BankAmericard will be promoted to
your beat customers,and best prospects,
too,bya massive campaign of year'round

advertising. Because BanlcArn.ricard is a
tested, proven program that has increased
business for retailers as much as 50%.
And because BankAmericard, by
giving you instant cash for all charge.
purchases, actually reduces your
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need for outside fmancingl
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about BankAmericard.find out now
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Lane Registrar Named BTW Holds Memorial
To Selective Service
Service For Teacher
State Director Arnold L. Ma- land administrative assitant of' Some 2400 students sat quiet- memories."
lone and members of Tennes- Lane college for many years ly in the Blair T. Hunt Gym- Speaking for the f a c ult y,
see Board No. 61, Madison and has been awarded the Lane nasium to pay their last re- Daniel W. Durr had this to
spects to the late Mr. Theodore say,"I can hear him saying,
County, announced the appointment by President Johnson of College Alumni Certificate for J. Beauchamp, who for many 'Like all of your students, for
years was a member of the you can't tell the rose from the
Mr. George L. Thacker to serve meritorious Service.
faculty of Booker T. Washington thorn.' The passing years are
as a member of Local Board.
Before joining the Lane Co!
High School. The Memorial the only barometer that will
This is the first time a Negro lege staff, he worked in the Service was held on February
mark success or failure of the
has been named to membtm Youth Department of The 28, 1967.
students with whom you come
strip of Local Board No. 61.
Board of Christian Education, Hymns were played softly in contact, so never prejudge,
Mr. Thacker is a native of
C.
M. E. Church and as Asso- by the senior band as the stu-' for looks can be deceiving."
Jackson. Tennessee. and redents entered the gymnasium. The
ceived his elementary and sec- ciate Editor of The Christian, A large protrait of Mr. Beau- throughexcellent job done
the years by men like
ondary training in the publie Index.
champ, painted by Benjamin Mr. Beauchamp, has made posschools of Jackson. After his
Mackey, a student, was placed; sible the development at Bookgraduation from Merry High He is an sctive member of on the platform. Rev. P.E. Vocational
Department at BookSchool, he entered Lane college Liberty CME church where he Brooks, a member of the fa- er T.
Washington High School."
and was graduated with an and usher. He is affiliated with culty, opened the service with
J. D. Springer. principal of
Bachelor of Arts degree. He serves as a trustee, steward scripture reading and prayer, Booker T.
Washington High
later entered Columbia Univerfollcwed by two beautiful selec- School, spoke of Mr. B e a usity and earned a M. A. Degree the: Joint Board of Finance, tions by the senior glee club.
champ's loyElty and cooperain the field of Youth Educa- Jackson - Memphis - Tennessee Speaking for the students,
tion, and the friendship that
tion. He is a veteran of World Annual Conference, C. M. E. Marvin Newsum said, "He spanned
many years of associaWar II, where he served as a Church; Executive Committee shall live in the affections of
tion in the Memphis Public
member of the Air Force.
NAACP, Jackson, Tennessee; the students to whose services Snhools.
he dedicated his best. He shall To the quiet strains of the
has
He
served as registrar
live because he gave so much postlude by the band, students
to education. He shall live be- passed to their classes. A decause of his thoughtfulness for voted teacher and friend had
others even when the saads of been taken from their midst,
his life were so nearly out. but they had had an opportuOur teacher and friend is re- nity to pay a fitting tribute to
moved visibly form the out- his passing.
ward eye; but the lessons he Mrs. Harry Haysbert and
taught, the sentiments he utt- Mrs. H. T. Cash were present
ered, and his deeds of genero- as representatives of the famsity will survive and will re- ily.
main on the tablets of our
Residents of Memphis and
Shelby County will be interviewed during the next few
weeks as part of a nationwide
G: L. THACKER
survey of some 2,500 Americans
concerning political and social The Southern Association of
attitudes.
i Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers; The AmeriThis survey is the United can Association of Collegiate
States portion of a cross-nation- Registrars and Admissions Ofal study being conducted in ficers.
LOS ANGELES — The son of
India, Japan, Mexico and NiBilly Daniels was arrestsinger
geria. The interview covers at- And The Amercan Associatitudes toward local, state, and tion of Colleges For Teacher ed by police here and charged
national govermnent on a num- Education; National Associa- with suspicion of felonious asber of issues of current interest. tion of Collegiate Deans And sault and accused of causing a
Registrars: Midwest College fall that seriously injured a 30The survey is being conducted -Placement Association: Omega year-old film actor
by the National Opinion Re- Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc; P. B. Bruce Daniels, 21, was freed
search Center (NORC). located
Peagues Lodge No. 358, Saint on bail and ordered to appear
at the University of Chicago.
Andrew Commandery No. 41; today in Beverly Hills Municipal
Results will be analyzed by
T. P. Haroldson Consistory No. Court.
researchers under the direction
Chapltr No. He was arrested after actor
of Professor Sidney Verba of 94. Alfred Scott
Adah Peter Hornsby fell from a secRoyal
Arch
Masons;
141,
Stanford University.
0.E.S.;
and
a ond-floor balcony during an alChapter No. 18,
struggle with Daniels.
The National Opinion Re- Shriner holding membership in leged
Hornsby was taken to Gensearch Center, a non-profit or- ZarahTe mpleN o. 151.
eral Hospital and was reported'
ganization, has conducted surin very critical condition.
awarded
the
Clara
He
was
veys all over the country for
Daniels was arrested with
Mass Foundation Certificate
more than 20 years.
of Merit for outstanding ser- dancer Rita Lupino, 42, sister
The Carnegie Corporation, vices as Registrar of Lane of actress Ida Lupino. Both
the American Cancer Society college in 1962 and was cited were charged after Hornsby
and the Dpartment of Defense by Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, was hospitalized.
are ccluded among the many Inc for outstanding services in Officers said the actor fell
past sponsors of NORC re- the field of Human Relations about 111 feet from the balcony
and landed on his head.
November 14, 19§6.
search in the public i: .erest.

Residents To
Be Polled In
NORC Survey

Singer's Son
Accused In
Actor's Fall

1

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

KAPPA
HONOREES —
Members of Kappa Alpha
Psi were given plaques for
twenty-five years of outstanding service the frater-

nity in the Rubyiat Room
of the Chisca-Plaza mot!
recently. Seated left to right
are Floyd Campbell, Ernest
'Abron, Shannon Little, War-

dell Porter and Melvin Conley. Standing left to right
are John Whittaker, Thomas
Bethel, Jesse Turner, Elmer
Henderson, R. J. Roddy,

and
Howard
(Hooks Photo.)

E.

Sims.

If you're a Union Planters
Bancardcheks Customer you can
spend up to $500 anywhere,
anytime,for anything.

Even if you don't have $500.

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

HAT'S RIGHT!Union Planters will add a $500

526-8207
327-8451

it

Standard ofthe-World

2iFvf3F

COUPE DE *VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

reserve to your checking account, and give
T
you special checks which can be cashed any-

where. Now you never need be caught short of
cash when you suddenly decide to buy something, or on a weekend, or when yo'u need to
snake an unexpected trip out of town.
Union Planters Bancardcheks is a new
service that triples the usefulness of your regular checking account: 1)You can write yourselfa loan—up to $500—just by writing a check;
2) you can protect your account against an

overdraft or"bounced"check; 3) you can have
checks that can be cashed anywhere because
they're guaranteed checks. .
, Best of all Union Planters Bancardcheks 'cost you nothing until you actually use the,'
$500 credit.
There's nothing like Bancardcheks ini
Memphis. They're the newest idea in convenience money and the greatest thing that ever
happened to a checking account. Come in to
any Union Planters Family Banking Center
for complete details, call or mail the coupon.

•••• 41111•0

Name

Please send me complete information'
on Union Planters Bancardcheks
•
* 11101401.l'T, Alet

Address
City
State

Mail to: Bancardchek Department. Union Planters
National Bank. P.O.Box 131, Memphis,Tenn.-38101

Union Planters
Bancardcheks,

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

HARDTOP MDAN DE VILIZ

UNION PLANTERS
M

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
Amenaneemenlminleeelemelmw

Zip

NATIONAL SANKT

bor Federal Deposit Insurenee Cessearetiee
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'Theological Center
Gets $300,000 Gift

Choir To Sponror Singing Union To
Friends Day At Sponsor Program
The United Singing Union
New Bethel
will give a benefit program on

The senior choir of New Beth.
Sunday night, March 19, at the
el Baptist church will Present General Assembly cburch at
ATLANTA —A gift of $300,- logical education as a mode for a Friends Day program at the
000 to the interdenominational seminaries in this country and church on Sunda, March 12, 1316 Kennedy at., with Rev.
David Brewer as host pastor.
Theological Center was an- abroad.
starting at 3 p.m.
nounced this week by Dr. Harry Four denominations, while
V. Richardson, President of the maintaining the individual iden- Mrs. N. A. Crawford will be
Center. He stated that apart tity of their seminaries, coop- the guest speaker, and Ralph
cerefrom grants by Rockefeller erate to form the I.T.C. These Shaefer will be master of
foundations, this is the largest seminaries are Gammen, Me- monies.
WHY() PHYSICAL TEMPLM
single gift ever received by the thodist; Phillips School of The- Music will be sung by the OF THE DIVINE MOTHER,
local seminary.
ology, Christian Methodist male chorus of Douglass High SECRET PRAYER
FORMULA CHART.
This V.00,000 is part of an ef- Episcopal; and Moreh ouse
school and the Morning Star My Prayers are being seat mai
fort by the I.T.C. to raise $3, School of Religion. Baptist. One choir.
and blessings are coming In.
million for urgent needs. T h e other denomination is a partial.
Scott for Free Daily Shasshig.
three million is to be used to participant and two others arel Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans is Now to get what yea want
provide a chapel building, a considering affiliation.
chairman, and Ma),Liell Guy co- through this aew way of Prayer.'
Mail sett-addressed envelop* is
residence hall for women stu- Students come to the
chairman.
Rev, C. Forster, P 0. Box 011,
dents, additional apartments from al parts of the U.S. and
for married stud9nts, two en- from several other countries. Rev, G. G. Brown is pastor St. AMmos, N. Y. 1141t.
dowed professorships, endow- Twelve denominations are rep- of the church.
ment for scholarships, and to resented in the student body
increase the general endow- and nine in the faculty. Of the
ment. Priority will be given to twenty-two faculty members,
the erection of the chapell the twelve full-time professors
which will be the central build-I hold earn doctorates from
ins on the Beckwith Street outstanding institutions.
campus, a 10-acre site givea to
the I.T.C. by Atlanta University
2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELS
in
FOR ECONOMY SERVICE
n1
Ti
h958
s'is the first major fundraising endeavor by the I.T.C.
Calf' Tommy;la'
since it was opened in 1959.
Through a limited campaign in
1965-66, $600,000 was added to C. B. Myers discussed the
endowment. More than ;150,000 Neighborhood Youth Program
HILL PLUMBING
of this was given by founda- during the recent meeting of
& TILE CO.
tions and frionds in this area. the Klondyke Civic club.
Since its opening in 1959, the Meetings are held in the
BATHROOM REMODELING
I.T.C. has attracted both na- cafeteria of the Klondike EleA SPECIALlY
tional and international recog- mentary school.
nition. Its .unique enumenical Jesse James is president of!
Slowreata • .50 Smith Cooper mar Palmer
and cooperative character has the club, and Mrs Vera Koton
been hailed by leaders in theo- reporter.

Secret Prayer
Formula Chart!

PLUMBING REPAIRS

Klondike Civic
Club Meets
In Cafeteria

WEDDING AT ST. THOMAS
— Miss Patricia Ann Mayo
became the bride of Clarence
Miller, Jr., during a ceremony held on Saturday,
Feb. 18, in the St. Thomas
Catholic church, and seen

here are members of the
wedding party. On front row,
from left, are Mrs. Chartsetta Vaughn, sister of
the bride: and Mrs. Ella
L. Coger, bridesmaids; Miss
Jackie Mitcnell, maid ol

honor; bride and groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Miller; Jr. Clarence MU.
hams, best man, and Harold
Graham, greomsman. On
back row, from left, are
Antonio Benson, altar boy;

Patricia Ann Mayo
Wed At St. Thomas

Father Theodore Wieser,
OFM, who performed the
ceremony; Lemuel Osborne,
who gave the bride away,
and Louis Washington, altar
boy. Flower girl standing at
left is Joey Charlene Campbell. (Withers Photo)

1

274-6765

eta

is.HE

•

•

Friends' Day At
St. Peters

Members of the No. 1 choir
of St. Peters Baptist church
The wedding of Miss Patricia room. Serving as hostessesi sponsored annual Friends's Day
Ann Mayo to Clarence Miller, were Mrs. Henry LaMar, Mrs.1 last Sunday afternoon at the
was celebrated on Satur-i Ann Hines, Atkins, Mrs. Betty church at 1410 Pillow at.
day, Feb. 18, at the Si. Thomas. Angus. Miss Shirley Holt, Mrs.'
Catholic church with only mem- 011ie Hardy. Mrs. Bertha Grab- The guest speaker was Mrs.
bers of the families and close am, Mrs. Ida Ryan and Mrs. Hattie Culpepper, a member
of Progressive Baptist church.
friends of the couple present. Shirley Rhodes.
Mrs. Carrie Peeler, a member of
Officiating was Rev. Theo-, Guests seen congratulating Greater Prospect Baptist, was
dore Wieser, OFM, pastor of the couple were Mrs. Ann Ben- mistress of ceremonies.
the church.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence,
Rev. C. J. Gaston is pastor
The bride is the daughter of Miller,Sr., parents of thei of St. Peter's, and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Marion S. Mayo and the groom: Mrs. Ada Smith andl L. Hill church reporter.
late Mr. Aaron N. Mayo. Ine Mrs. Srah Miller, grandmothTO BE HONORED — Rev. and
parents of the groom are Mr ers of the groom: Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Johnson, Sr., Mrs.
Mrs. R. W. Norsworthy will be
and Mrs. Clarence Miller, Sr. M
Elaine Campbell and daughter,
honored by members of the Mt.
Given in marriage by het Michelle Olyn Campbell; Mr.
Moriah Baptist church at 2637
brother-in-law,
Lemuel
Os- and Mrs. N. Bush. Mrs. Robert
Carnes ave. during an Appreborne, the bride wore a gown Atkins, Mrs. Fred Howard, KARAMURSEL, Turkey — ciation Day service to be held
of Chantilly lace styled with Mrs. Maggie Garrett, Mrs. Thomas .1. Milan. son of Mr. there on next Sunday at 3:30.
a scalloped neckline.
Irene Harris and Mrs. Sidney and Mrs. Sam Milan of 2385 The guest speaker will be Dr.
Brown.
Silver Cove, Memphis, has been H. C. Nabrit, pastor of First
Miss Jackie Mitchell was
Lauderdale.
Church
Baptist
maid of honor. Bridesmaios And Mr. and Mrs. Joseph promoted to airman first class Other pastors and their conForce.
U.S.
Air
in
the
were
Mrs. Charlesetta
M. Parker, Mrs. Rosetta Bryant,
Airman Milan is a communi- gregations to be present for the
Vaughn sister of the bride, aid Mrs. Lester Baker, Leroy Parkspecialist on duty with 21st anniversary of Rev. aid
cations
Mrs. Ella L. Coger. Their er, Miss Johnnie Wright, Mrs.
a
U.S.
Air force support unit Mrs. Norsworthy are Rev. W.
gowns were of pale pink satin. Irene Reed, Ms. William ButC. Holmes and Beulah Baptist
1 Air S t
They carried bouquets of pink ler. Miss Hazel Walton, Mrs. at
Church; and Rev. A. R. WilTurkey.
carnations.
1Gloria Hayes, Charles Townes, The airman, a graduate of liams and Greater White Stone
Mrs. Ora Shead, Mrs. 0. Port- Booker T
Washington High Baptist Church. A social hour
Clarence Williams was best
er, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver J.
School, attended Memphis in the lower auditorium will
man, and Harold Graham and
Johnson, Sr., Mr. and Mr::. State University.
follow the program.
011ie Harris groomsmen. Miss
J. B. Samuels Mr. and Mrs. — —
Joey Charlene Campbell w a s
N. C. Bush, Miss Arahelle Gar- dpouneen.......ammommengemmuomm
flower girl.
mon and Mrs. William Hugh1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
A reception was held for the eY•
•
couple in the church reception
IP
Also Lonnie Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Rhodes, Mrs
, Rita Noel' Mrs. Mary Brad- •E "err's° November 29 i 965 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
la
Ibury. Mr. and Mrs. William H. •
a
s
e
ni
Saw
SI
2S
•
Monday
1Lamar, Mrs M a ry Pegues,
II
sat ow s A m te 6 P M
A garden path has the effect Mr. and Mrs. Lee D. Miller,
la
thru
Sun Ow a AM is 2 PM
is
of saving the grass. The same Mrs. Jeraldine Jenkins, Mrs. •
Friday
vi
Mary L. Love, Mrs. Charles
concept is
possible indoors
Little, Jr., Mrs. Elizabeth Mitwith a decorative walk of ce- chell, Miss Betty Agnus, Mrs.
a
3100 Summer at Baltic
ramic tile in a heavily traveled J. M. Greer, Mrs. Maggie
an▪
ams•••••aa•amaasama•maise
area, such as from the front Mays, Mrs. Odessa Mays, Mrs.
door through the living room. Odessa Mille r, Mrs. Joyce
Domestic ceramic tile now is Graham, and family, George
available in many shapes, sizes Dowdy, Mrs. Bessie Holt and
and colors for use on floors.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Miller.

Memphian Gets
A Promotion

2400 FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS
FOR YOU

VO

ye
Sc

Hi

.CAR WASH $

•••

Household Tip

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

04 ADKINS INS. AGENCY
988 MISS. BLVD.

PH. 948-7775

USE THIS
BOOK FOR
QUALITY

QUALITY STAMPS

STAMPS

TO FILL THIS BOOK

OF ALL SIZES

• JUST 24 AGES TO FILL
SEE IMPORTANT INS I RUC I iONS

ENOUGH TO FILL 2 SAYER BOOKS

Auto Liabilty
FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment 8 Months To Pay
FOR HELP WITH
•Filling of Forms
• Drivers Over 65
• SR-22 Fillings
• Drivers Under 25
• Canceled • Rejected
•Notary Public
SERVICE Calls To YOUR HOME

IT TAKES ONLY

It's Really True ... 2,400 Extra
Quality Stamps for
you when you redeem each Quality
Stomp coupon •
with purchase at BIG STAR! Redeem
your coupons
every week. You can get two extra
saver's books
free when you redeem your QUALITY
STAMP Coupon s at SIG STAR!

'STOP & GO'SERVICE
PLAN FOR DOWNTOWNERS!

Dec

Ammimmimmomma,
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE
LADIES DRESSES
25e
MEN'S SHIRTS
15c
MEN'S PANTS
'20c
LADIES BLOUSES
2Sc
LADIES SKIRTS
25c
MEN'S SUITS
S1.95
GIRLS DRESSES
25c
Fwnifore, Appl. Stoves, Cal., G.E. Irons it Sho•s

173 IL Mein St.
Ph. 526-8419
Half Block Nora if Beale!

HELP WANTED
AN

UNTAPPED SOURCE OF REVENUE
TO SELL LOCAL RETAIL ADVERTISING
IMMEDIATE OPENING IF YOU QUALIFY.
SALARY PLUS COMMISSION
Write To
Tri-State Defender
Box 311

Memphis, Ti,,.,, 38101
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Noce Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM
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114IC.

2411 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
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authority.
Mrs. Everline Lewis and her
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —(NPii
children had been ordered out
— The Talladega Housing Auof the Knoxville Homes because
thority has been forbidden from
Mrs. Lewis' daughter, who does
evicting two Negro women
and their families from public. not live with her, is expecting
housing because of the pending an illegitimate child. Mrs. Marbirth of illegitimate children. garet Truss has been ordered
S. District Court Judge H. out of the project because she
U.
She is a member of the MetMANASSAS SCHOLARHIPS
Grooms issued a temporary is expecting an illegitimate
H.
Church
and
Baptist
ropolitan
Larry Jones, Francine Guy,
'serves as a pianist in the Sun- restraining order against the child.
and Rosie Phillips of Manassas'lday School Department of her —
are among some 292 outstanding i church.
Negro students nationwide win-,
ning four-year college scholar-1 She is a mcmber of the Na:
ships in the third Nationailtional Honor Society, president
Achievement Scholarship Pro- of the Mu Alpha Theta ( Mattlegram four outstanding Negro matics club), member of the
ROTC Girls' Drill Team and
students.
Business Manager of the Davi
Each of the three Manassas's ble-Ten Social Club. She plans
students will receive scholar- to attend either Spelman or
ships of $6,000. Which may be Wellesley College.
used at any accredited college
Miss Phillips is the daughter
of the student's choice
of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Phillips
All Achievement Seholai s and lives at 682 Ayers Street.
were chosen for their dutstand- She is a member of Bethlehem
in ability ond potential for fu- Baptist Church where she is
ture accomplishment by a selec- very active in Sunday School,
tion committee made up of ex- Teen-oge choir, and on the Junperienced college admissions di- ion Usher Board.
rectors and high school counselors. The committee based its She is treasurer of theNationselection on data submitted by al Honor Society, a member of
the students and their schonei, the Future Teachers of America
test scores, and other materill and the Mu Alpha Theta organizations and Board Chairman of
completed by the students
the Double-Ten Social Club. She
circus along with Miss BarHii:411 W. Lane, director of plans to attend either Elmhurst
bara J. Neal, director of
the Achievement Program, de- college or Vanderbilt University
Y-Teens
sL r bf,s it "as a talent seal eh
seeking to identify, honor, and
'encourage the most able Negro
students in the nation." To help
improve their college-admissien
opportunities, names of over
, 3,000 commended candidates
were sent to colleges and um
versities in early fall. The Final
ists, who were chosen from
among the commended candi- The brick home of Authaiel
dates by another selection com- Warren Stewart is nearing coinSave Work ... Save Time ... Save Money
Lexington
and
mittee, were publicl- announced pletion on
and individually identified to the Third.
For Easter Dress Up'
specific colleges in which they All eligible girls and women
are invited to join the Amerihad indicated an interest,
Boy's
can Legion Auxiliary Unit No.
The 1967 Achievement Scho- 200 at Trenton.
Permanent Press
lars come from 34 states and
For more information on the
District of Columbia.
subject, contact Mrs. Marie
There were thirteen Achieve Payne, 311 East Huntington,
ment Scholarship Winners in the Trenton, Tenn., 38382; or Mrs.
state of Tennessee, nine of them Alfinda Jamison, Washington
in Memphis. As cited, three of and Highway 45, Dyer, Tenn..
Kress Low Price
the nine in Memphis are from
Manassas. Manassas has had 383
;:
The
. Jamisons have moved I\
winners every year that the pro- into their new home, a very
for
1gram has been in existence, beautiful building.
There were two from the school James Newhouse is a patient
$1.69 each
in 1965, three in 1966 and three at the Gibson General hospital.
this year.
He is suffering from a serious
He'll look his Sunday
best in these sparkling
Larry Jones, 17, is the son of stab wound.
white combed cotton
Mrs. Alberta Jones of 1086 Fire- Mrs. Laura Russell is reand polyester dress
stone blvd. He is a member covering nicely following a reshirts. They always
of the Coleman Chapel C. M. E. cent operation.
look neat, never show
Church where he is very active
Mrs. Martha Reid recently
a wrinkle. No ironing,
in young people's work.
had surgery and is still in the
ever. Short sleeves.
hospital• Oscar Holder and Mrs•
Sizes 6 to 18.
tions; Miss Shirley MorAt Manassas he is a member
been disIn Pastel Colors
man, Dwayne Tucker, super. of the Mu Alpha Theta National Bertha Barham have
missed from the hospital.
visor of distributive ednca3 For $4.00
mathematics honors club, the
National Honor Society, of Mrs• Lockie Johnson, a teachtion; Willie Branton and
H. C. Irving, office occupawhich he is the president, the er in the Elementary departConveniently Yours At Kress
French Club and the Ole Timers ment of the Rosenwald High
tions instructor.
Social Club. He has been cited school, is in St. Louis, Mo., for
by the Press-Scimitar as "Teen- medical treatment.
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 Til 9:U0
Mrs. Ida Belmont underwent
Ager of the Week." He was
Tues., Wed., Fri., 9:30 Til 5:30
operation
on
her
hand
at
an
guest on Talent Party on
Sot. 9:30 III 6:00 p.m.
WHBQ-TV on Saturday, March the Madison County General
Hospital
and
was
dismissed.
4.
YARD= riat
Little Lonnie Talley was
Miss Guy is the daughter of Carried back to the Children's
Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Guy. Clinic in Memphis on March 3
She resides at 430 Lucy Avenue. for a check-up.

No Good

Manassas High
School News

NEED DRIVERS LICENSE?
We Will Help You

TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
Ph. 275-3600

—Members of the Y-Teens
of the Sarah Brown branch

of the YWCA were present
at the Shrine circus on Saturday afternoon, Feb. 25,

as guests of the Universal
Life Insurance company.
Some 50 girls attended the

KR.ESS

Polta/ptpAti•-Pf4.ed4_
Botjaweaft,

Trenton
News

Dress
Shirts

OBSERVANCE AT CARVE
The 50th anniversary of
vocational education was o
served during a recent assembly program at Carver
High school, and seen here

are some of the particies Juanita Sausbury and
pants and guests. Seated
Mary Burnsite. Standing,
from left are Mrs. R. 5.
from left, are Clifford StockOliver, officer occupation in- ton. coordinator of distriBarbara
structor;
Miss
butive education; J. French.
Smith, C. E. Pearson. Misssupervisor of office occupa,
-

9 NO. MAIN ST.

5

4444ON UNION

... the mid-south's No.1 Lincoln Mercury dealer

CAR OF THE YEAR
CELEBRATION!
Cougar winner of Motor
Trend's "Car of the Year" Award

43 to Choose From!
FOUNDERS DAY AT UN hTraivillus Hall, an assistant
in the Public Defenders ofCOLN — Weida Junior
High School PTA observed
fice. Seated from left are
annual Founders Day at the hMrs. Mary Brandon, past
president; Mrs. Nedra Smith,
school recently, and the
guest speaker was AttA.
secretary; Mrs. Ernestine

Deadline
EARNVILLE, Va. —(NPI)
— White residents of Prince
Edward County have been given until June 6 to replace
$180,005 in county money used
to send white pupils to allwhite schools. U.S. Appeals
Court Judge Albert V. Bryan
granted a 90-day extension of
the repayment deadline at the
request of the county supervisors.

Young, PTA prasident; and
Mrs. C. Higgs, chairman of
Founders Day. On bock row,
from left, are Oliver J.
Johnson, principal; Mrs.
D. E. Saulsberry and Mr.
Hall. Honored as the foun-

ders of the PTA were Mrs.
Brandon, its first president;
Wallace Wilburn, the first
vice president; Mrs. M. J.
Draper, secretary, and E. .J
Young. treasurer.
(McCbriston Photo)
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Local rights leaders charged
that the money was taken in a
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By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER I
roso..w,
Whenever former Daily Defender editor Enoch Waters
comes to Washington, he always has a formidable tale
to tell. Because be is now United Nations correspondent
for the Continental News Service, his observations on the
recent disclosures of the Central Intelligence Agency's
involvement with American student groups, we thought,
were interesting enough to pass on to you.
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Other Views On CIA
The recent disclosure by Ramparts magazine that the
Central Intelligence Agency, CIA, the United States espionage service, was secretly underwriting the National Student
Association was greeted with shock and dismay by most
Americans.
As the expose was escalated by probing reporters, contrite
recipients, rumor and pointing fingers of accusation to involve many organizations and institutions we thought beyond
compromise, good citizens from those ranking high in government to the man on the street responded with indignation and

The Storm At UC
Dr. Ralph Bunche, United Nations
undersecretary, and one of the most
distinguished alumni of the University
of California at Los Angeles, has added his voice to the loud chorus of pro..
tests over the summary dismissal of
the university's president, Dr. Clark
Kerr. The regents' unwise decision to
dispense with the services of one of the
ablest college administrators in the nation, has ricocheted far beyond the California border.

tuition fee to most of its 80,000 sudents.
It was suggested that such a budgetary I
blow would force the University of California to compromise the international
reputation of high-quality education it
has built over the years.

panic.
Some of those whose cries of anguish and guilt were
loudest are having second thoughts now that they have a
It appears that there are political
better understanding of the tools and methods employed as a
second and more subtle line of defense against devious asas well as fiscal reasons for the Reagan
saults upon our political ideologies.
administration's blue penciling of key
If still annoyed over the organizations and institutions,
items requested for higher education.
pulled into the vortex of the deceptive game played by all
countries, we at least have a better understanding of the
During the past two years, the Unimotives behind and the necessity for the sly manipulations'
vefsity of California has been the center NEW YORK — James H. one-man voter registration Meredith conceded
of the CIA.
he
might
Dr. Bunche's main shaft was direct.. of student demonstrations and strikes. Meredith. the man who in-I march into the state who's lily be scorned
by Harlem NeBut what of the reaction of others, not Americans, whe
ed at the plan to levy a tuition fee on Dr. Kerr has been severely criticized, tegrated Ole Miss, will run for white university he finally groes in opposing their ac- have been consciously or unwittingly caught in the intricate
against Rep. Adam beat, conceded that he wasn't knowledged hero,
students. In its 99-year history as the especially by Republican conservatives, Congress
but "I faced
propaganda?
Clayton Powell.
too optimistic about the forth- for people of the State of Miss- web of international espionage and concealed
world's largest tax-supported institution for being too lenient toward aroused
Of interest to Negro Americans, particularly, should be
Meredith was pulled out of coming battle with Powell.
issippi. How then could I be
the GOP hat like a kicking The choice jolted politicians fearful of my
CIA has been
of higher education, the University of students.
fellow Negroes?" the reaction of Africans to reports that the
irabbit Tuesday as the bright of both parties in New York
students in the United
financing
the
African
education
of
California has not had to impose a studMeredith, 33, in
oppressed Africans
Among his campaign planks, Gov. hope of Republican leaders seek- City, where it had been the designation to runaccepting
ent fee for the diffusion of knowledge.
against States, and secretly funnelling money to
Reagan pledged to crack down on the ing to challenge Powell in the widely predicted that the Re- Powell in the special 18th living disfranchised under white domination in South Africa,
Bunche made the point that he university and conduct a thorough in- new Ilarlem election set for publicans would have little, District Congressional election, South West Africa, Rhodesia and the Portuguese colonies of
luck finding a Negro of
April 11.
said that he thought he would Angola and Mozambique.
wbuld never have gone to college "if vestigation of student political activities. Meredith, who was gunned among his people t stature'
o run make a better congressman
In view of the intense nationalism demonstrated by most
the kind of tuition Gov. Reagan is pro- The proposed budgetary cut and tuition down on a Mississippi highway against Powell. who was ex- then the high-flying Powell.
. Africans the fears they have of foreign domination and the
posing had been in existence." He work- plan are interpreted by many students last summer as he made a cluded by Congress last week.
thiuLthe people deserve
more than they are getting. non-alignment policy of which all subscribe, the reactions of
ed full time while attending school. He and teachers as disciplinary measures.
Whatever influence Powell had , a diplomat, a,representative of a nationalist organization and
said he "would probably be a carpenter As a consequence of this action, Gov.
he no longer has," Meredith a student were interestingly diverse.
right now as I was then" if he had not Reagan has become very unpopuar
The diplomat, educated in India and England, said the
said.
"received the opportunity for a compara- among students, alumni, faculty memNAT. D. WILLIAMS
was answering a question. The; 'Ile choice of Meredith was Ramparts revelations were not surprising to him. He didn't
BRAIN POWER
tively inexpensive education at U.C.- bers and the parents of indigent studquestion might be: "What have; made by the eight GOP assemb- know, of course, the particular groups that were receiving CIA
ly district leaders of Powell's subsidies, but he said the very existence of the CIA indicated
head
of
the.
Whitney
Young.
L.A."
the violence, resentments, de.' Harlem
ents.
congressional district that such practices were being carried out.
National Urban League, spoke
in Memphis last Saturday nes'rn- fiances, and recriminations aud, after a meeting Tuesday afterReaction to the tuition plan was im"It's the function of intelligence agencies, "he said, "to
No other California governor has big. He gave an eloquent, in- other interracial boiling point ; noon at a Manhattan hotel. All
bribe,
infiltrate, spy and do whatever is necessary to carry
mediate and anguished. It is speculated managed to stir up such a storm of re- telligent
of the GOP county committeecommon-sensel issues achieved?"
and
that thousands of students would be sentment as has Reagan after only 30 speech. It firmly established, In the final analysis has alli men of the district will meet out their objectives."
He hadn't suspected, he admitted, that the United States
forced to drop out of school because of days in office. This does not augur well him as one uth the nation's that has happened since 1954 in: later to confirm the formal
the;
plesas
note
was
And
covetly aiding African nationalists, but he was pleased to
leaders.
decision.
top
lack of funds. Gov. Reagan intends the for a politician who dreams of the
the Negro's struggle for acceptAsked whether he thought learn they were. 'They need all the help they can get from
college or V anderbilt University. ance only
d the white ma Congress
legislature to lop off $44 million budget White House. The governor is not only term chose was "notion's top
acted correctly in whatever source," he said.
jority to other echoions of prjbarring Powell, Meredith yefrom UC's requested $278 million budget unpopular on the academic front, he is leaders." not top Negro leaders." jority
Certain groups in America and elsewhere, he observed,
to other echolons of prejYoung's point of view, his,udice and color-caste discrimi- piled. "No comment, definitely.' were secretly helping the whites maintain their control over
Mr.
for next year.
Negr
o
and
white
with
the
no idol
Asked whether he thought the
apparent philosophy of life and'notian?
select House committee, which blacks in Africa. He mentioned the name of a Negro new
Reagan believes that the university liberals, having unearthed some specious race, his grasp of some of the
Mr. Young places hope in th2 recommended that Powell be paperman who he was certain was receiving money from
could raise $25 million to $30 million to reasoning to justify his stand against fundamental aspects of the ma- 1 eagerness of youth for a better se-led
but censured and fined, whites in Portugal and Rhodesia. "It's a big psychological
• jor problems facing the nation world, and in the program of acted correctly,
fill the gap by charging a $400 annual freedom of residence.
Meredith Said, lift for us to know we have U.S. backing, even if it is secret,"
and the world, mark him as a such organizations as the Urban "No."
he said.
leader whose guidance transcend!League to help them realize that Meredith. currently a student
The nationalist representative, who maintains a liaison
his being ranked as a -top natio; hope. Mr. Young pointed ou. at Columbia University Law
between his organization and African diplomats in the United
that the Urban league is the School. said he agreed to make
noa leader,
Nations was outraged by the information.
Any American President whol program arm of the civil rights the race after being assured of
He believed the reason was that the CIA wanted to be
seeks Mr_ Young's views in the movement. It seeks to help Ne- four conditions: The campaign
area of race relations would be groes prepare themselves and , would be conducted on issues intimately informed of the activities of the Africans so the
doing himself un proud. And;fill appropriately the job oppor- and facts; he was assured that whites could be alerted beforehand of their plans and intenboth
of the nation's major ethhe was really the consensus of tions.
Under the pompous title of The lem and the Board of Education presume nic groups. Negro and white.,tunities the League seeks for . the executive committee
of the
He said he wasn't aware of any member of his organithem.
.
Republicans of Mznhattan's zation
Academy of Transition and the Street that there is a family system behind would do well to hear and listen Mr.
receiving any CIA assistance, and declared that if he
Young
proved
himself
18th district; that he would get
to him closely. Mr. Young know
Academy program. the New York Urban them — and that is not a very sound what he's talking about. And worthy of the highest respect adequate financial support: and had such knowledge he would make it public and urge the
and closest attention of both that he could get leave of recipient be killed. "He would he spying on his own brothers
League has been trying to retrieve the assumption." Thus spoke the League's states his views clearly and Negro and white
Americans. absence from Columbia Law and hurting our cause. He would be just as much our enemy
well.
as Smith or Vorster•"
He was fortunate in the audi-' believe me,, Mister
school.
dropouts from the streets of Harlem and director.
ence to which he spoke. They
prepare them for eventual enrollment in
From the street academies, a mo- were college students for Or_
part . . . participating in
prep schools and colleges.
tivated student ,goes to one of two most"Dilemma
'67" progra:,i.
the
But the program, despite its practi- "academies of transition" where classes, spearheaded by Southwestern
College and LeMoyne. The stucal and rational approach to a disturbing are offered on a regularly scheduled dents wanted some answers to
some of the key problems facing
social problem, ran into financial diffi- basis.
the nationa dn the world. Mr.
culties that threatened its functional
Although there are now 50 of the Young was one of the persons
selected from this natiob and
operation. The Ford Foundation came program's students at the Newark Prep abroad to give these answers
his first observation,
to its aid by providing a grant of $550,- School, and 34 students in 34 different Among
was the fact that so many co!
000 to the Urban League.
colleges around the country and in Can- leges, in similar programs, invite the head-line-making- N•. '-,
The project began in one of six Har- ada, not all will go to college. A student- gro "leaders" to address them.
He expressed his appreciation!
lem storefront "academies," where operated newspaper and an advertising to his sponsors that they were
"headstreet workers reach and counsel youths agency are planned to help equip them not apparently seeking invited
liners" . . .since they
a man addicted to
;him .
from 16 to 30 years of age, who have eft for jobs.
facing facts and presenting
public schools. The program was sucBoth the New York Urban League , them as such.
cessful, according to the League's edlti- and Ford Foundation hope to learn from It was easy to understand Mr.
Young's view that 1966 had not
cational director, because the street the program. The experiment is one that been a very good year for the
civil rights movement. He exworker is able to "buiid relationships." might be wise for other social agencies
plained in a masterful manner
He referred to
The contention is that dropout kids In other major American cities to fol- what happened.
the term "black power." and
don't need guidance counselors. "They low. It may create hope for the drop- described it as unfortunate, in
view of the manner in which
need friends. Both the churches in Har- outs.
it had been distorted by the
white press and the hate-mongers who wanted to use it as .
an excuse for abuses and other'
extremes.
One keynote of Young's address was his implied apprai
sal of what can happen to the
current gains to which the
gra points as a result of his
If the present mood of the Republi- water will not be shut out or silenced. demonstrations,
marches, sitcan chieftains remains constant, former His voice will be heard and his counsei ins, at cetera. He said he hoped
would not provide the incenSen. Barry Goldwater will play a lead- will not fall on deaf ears. Such an out- ittive for the white majority's
ing role in formulating the party's na- look spells trouble for the GOP. Gold. "Establishment" to work out
techniques to "segregate with
tional policy and, what's more, he may water's approval of a candidate is the more subtlety and discrimiParkway Pure Oil Station 1540 S. Parkway East. Right to
vow For all of your automobile needs, stop at Parkway Pure
left, Dr. Arthur A. Gibson - Owner, Mr. James W. Each •
Oil Station "Today" 1546 S. Parkway East. Prices are Wyehave much to say in the choice of the kiss of death. Republicans with inordi. nate with more sophistication."
Methinks :hat cla.ise in Mr
Owner, Mrs. Ophelia M. Lacy • Secretary, Mr. Lawrence W.
lieably low to fit your pocket; car wash, tune up, Lubricaparty's Presidential possibilities.
address is the pointer
Young's
nately short memories may listen and
Benson. Mr. Joe Masson. Mr. Leslie Hughes, Mr. Bill
tion. flats fixed, major mechanic repairs, 24-hour mecnaeto the place where the water
Brown. This courteous and efficient staff is waiting to serve
ic
daily. Credit cards accepted. Let us serve you "NOW"!!!
country
won't.
One thing appears certain: Gold- follow his advice, but the
hits the wheel. In essence he
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FOUNDERS DAY PARTICIPANTS — The work and
current plans of the Memphis War on Poverty Committee and the MAP South
Area project were di s-

•6 4.1ft-t**1$

cussed during the Porter
PTA Founders Day p r ogram, and seen here are
the participants. On front
row, from left, are Mrs.
Roberta Young Washington

MAP South Area project;
and Miss E. B. Brooks. On
back row, from left, Are
E. S. Owens, Mrs. B. A.
E'. Callaway, and L. V.
Johnson. (Withers Photo)
--

Butler, executive director
of the Memphis War on
Poverty Committee; Mrs.
Dorothy Russell, Porter
PTA president; Autry J.
Parker, director of t h e

CITY CHAMPIONS — The
champion Carver Hilo
school obras are seen here
after winning the city chain
pionship on S a turd a y.

ing same order, are Joseph
Blake, James Abernathy,
Walter Lewis, Lester Norman and Vernon Doss.

Kneeling from left are Willie Gunn, Richard Wallace,
Frank Patillo, Herb McNeil
and Fonda Paschall. Stand-

Brotherhood Week Observed At Cummings

Sales Expantion For '61 Expected,
Due To Broader Lines Of Stock

Cummings Elementary school. instructor at Memphis State' The principal, faculty and
students are striving to make
Week'University.
Brotherhood
observed
origi-1
An
with three programs.
Thursday night the P.T.A.' Brotherhood a reality at Cuman opportunity to see the mings Elementary School.
had
1-6;
grades
by
given
nal skit
depicted the customs and mores' skit that had been presented The principal of Cummings
France., for the students. Judge B. L. School is Mrs. H.M. Hooks;
CHICAGO — The 10.000 mem- that although NICID made no I of the countries such as
Hooks was the speaker for this Mrs. R. L. Howze is Program
America.
ber convention at the 'dens- significant fashion impact in Japan, and South
Chairman.
occasion.
a;
nave
wear retailers of America last his community. It did
Grades 1-3 participated in a
week heard Art Lettes, Louis definite influe n c e on the', Brotherhood discussion led by
Lettes Store, give a detailed "shaped- styling and increased' Mrs. S. H. Walker, a member
'outlook on the tuture prospett, interest in double breasted' of the faculty and a third grade
t. for men's and boys' wear sales jackets for 1957.
teacher. Grades 4-6 listened to
in Memphis, Tenn
'I feel sure that the Conti- an inspiring talk on BrotherPointing to his own store as nental influence on ,raditional hood by Dr. Victor Coury, an
an example, Lettt.s said he clothes will be a highlight of
expects to do 25-30 per cent this year's 'fashions. he said
more business in 1967 than in
Mr. Lettes said that the new
previous years.
minimum wage laws. corn
"The reason for this." he' bined with an increased staff
said, ''is that we have broad-; will result in 15 per cent inened our line of stock.
in his operating costs
crease
this
The Memphis retailer said

BUY U. S.
WAR BONDS

BEDROOM RUG TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING
OUR ONCE-A-YEAR REMNANT SALE

With Every Yard Of Carpet Purchased.
You Recieve 1-Yard Of Drapery Fabric
Absolutely free. 10 Decorator
Colors To Select From

land, that we were brought
here in chains, we are still
a captive people. We are in
the West," he added, "but
are not of the West. The
artist's job is to show you
yourself in such a fashion
that it makes you remember
your origins."

wrightAtiatiAtie

FREE
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ANSWERING QUESTIONS
— Poet-playwright Le Roi
Jones addresses himself to
one of the numerous questions which followed his poetry reading-lecture recently
at Tuskegee Institute. He
said, "We should understand
that we have never been
citizens of this particular

"
Get With It Baby
Why Have A Toothache
Fill Your Tooth Yourself
And Save Money
Already Mixed Easy
To Use Filling
Send .504 To The
Glenn Hampton Co.
P.O. Box 644
W. Memphis, Ark

MAYS AND LETTES —
Willie Mays, left, star outfielder with the San Francisco Giants, and Art Lettes
Clothiers and Tailors at
228 S. Main St., are seen together In Chicago discuss.

ing baseball and new men's
clothing styles for spring
and summer. Among man
famous brands found at
Hall, HIS., Stetson, Manhattan, Jaymar, Ruby Sansabelt, and Haggan. Louis

Lettes offers many charge
accounts with up to 12
months to pay. The store
has been world-famour for
tailor made clothing 1914.
(ADV.)
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Watkins And Johnson
Leading TSU Cagers

The D. C. Chapter of
J. U. G. S. was represented by
Jea se tto Barrow, Wanda
Shown, Barbara Meyers, Ray'
Harrison, and Ursaline Hol-t
land.

Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS

Robert Ratcliffe, Ann Weathers, Eunice Carruthers,
Letitia Poston, Elmer Henderson, James Cowans and Brenda
Wallace, "Miss UNCF," attended the National Alumni Council
of the United College Fund at
Charlotte, North Carolina.

NASHVILLE — With one
more game to go, Tennessee
State University's little alk
&merles basketball team candidate, Henry "Boo" Watkins,
was a cinch to wind up the
season as the team's scoring
. leader.
Averaging 15.5 points per
game over 24 outings, coach
Hunter's Nashville-born-sharpshooter has burned the twine
for 373 points and collected
257 rebounds for the number
one floor shooting and number
two rebounding spots.
, Despite a loss of his game
average production in the 0-2
forfeit to Lincoln last week.
Watkins is 28 points ahead of
6-9 center, Ed Johnson, who
leads the rebounding with 283
season's point production.
Already named to first-round,
NCAA championship cage tournament play at Evansville
March 8-9, the Big Blues have
; posted a 19-6 season record up
to this point and have bettered
their 24 opponents' scoring
average by 7.8 points per game.
Swishing 77.1 points per game
the Huntermen still were to
play a reschedu led ga m e
against Kentucky Wesleyan,
Associated Press' s e cond
ranked college division team,
to complete this season.

"Ile has the right to criticizet shaw, Grace Brandon and Fan- Incidentally Eunice Carruwho has the heart to help." nie West who was guesting. thers, who has UNIS of MemDo you rem ber when you
Abraham Lincoln.
phis and is one of the TSD
became a teenager? Wasn't it
is now honoring
advertisers,
We're adding Clarence and just too wonderful, you were
credit
several
cards at her
Robert Lewis of R. S. Lewis finally getting old, almost old
shop. Stop by and flip through
and Sons to our list of "Good enough to date and go to teen- your cards to find the right
Samaritans
those helping age parties. Well Karen Sep- one. Ruth Parker is manager
transport the blind and partial- mous is at last a teen-ager and of the shop which features womson,
Ruth's
apparel.
ly sighted persons to the Adult that means status in her world. en's
Charles Lloyd, the musical
Basic Education for the Blind
To make the occasion momen- genius is wooing them abroad
at Georgia Avenue School every'
and was featured in February's
Tuesday and Thursday evening. tous for her, Karen's Harpers and Time. He will be
There's still time for you to ; mother, Mary (Mrs. Charlie) featured in Esquire this month.
help financially or by providing! Keeley gave her a birthday Be sure to get the Charles
St. Jude Hospital. This is
silon Omega Chapter of %I.
AKA's GIVE .TO ST. JUDE
cars.
party at their home on Silver.' Lloyd Quartet's latest release.
one of the many projects
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority
. Mrs. Juanita Chambers
of the sorority.
presents a check to Bernard
The den was beautifully decora- "Discovery."
Club Notes
looks on as Mrs. Elm.:
Palumbo, administrator of
good old fashioned chicken din- ted and the food — corn dogs,
Mardis, Bashes of Beta EpAnd pretty Angela Flythe's
ner at the Flame began an role slaw. Swedish meatballs, of eight soloists chosen from
evening of bridge when Martha
two hundred forty,' competitors
program, man of the women of EmmanFlowers feted her two bridge potato salad, pickles and fruit when a television
lElominstosa
uel and Mrs. Sammie Lucas is
clubs. the Les Cheres Amies punch, was all prepared
"Campus 6'7" featured Kansas'
Mrs. Sammie Lucas is ,
and the Les Unis Amies. She Mary and Karen's "adopted'' Co
malleges. She's a juniorand
bought up a bunch of good gr a n dm ot her Mrs. Louise
ry College in Xavier, Kan- chairman of the tea.
smelling colognes for prizes, Miller whole culinary artistry sas, and is a graduate of FaOther chairmen are Niesand vying for and winning them. was accalaimed by the young ther Bertrand High.
Belle Pettigrew. redames
were Othella Shannon, Ethel, folks at the party. A beautiful
Isabel, Ophelia, Vanpelt, Coral twelve-inch brithday cake add- Cute Betty Jean Grandberry, freshments: Lois Tarpley. bookSmith, Bernice Harris a n d ed the extra touch to the table. daughter of Ever Delores and
Hurshel Grandberry is Queen let; Lorene Osborne, decoration !
Grace Brown.
James Seymour. Jr.. acted of St.
oseph's High School and Helen Dawson table service;
Mrs. Katie McGuire was hosOthers making up the array as disk jockey as Rhonda ia
Jginaw. Michigan where
n S
Mesdames tess to the February meeting of
a re
of feminine charm were Lor- Washington, Mindy McWilliams,,she's a senior. She's the niece Captains
By RALPH E. KOGER
Natalie of Jessie and Willie Preseley Alma Booth, Phyllis Wright, the Elomistosa Bridge club at
Mayweather,
raine Brister, Maridell Adams, Eva
Gladys Dewitt. Elizabeth Shaw. Clark. Melody Clayborn, Gwen- and is following in the foot- Margaret Rivers, Helen Shelby, her home at 1926 Kendale st.
PITTSBURGH — P itt sdolyn Sartor, Sharon Jordan.. steps of her mother who was
and Alma Holt.
Bertha She is president of the club burgh's minutely-worked-out,
Sr.,
Stewart,
Edward
Toni Jordan. Brenda Batts,
St. Augustine beautime - consuming educationRuth Parker was by no Denise Batts, Bridgette Jones. one of the
McRae, Virgil Bynum, Jean and presided.
ties.
planning operation, in which
. means nonchalant when she Cherly Johnson, Rosalyn Iles.
Whittaker, Ruth Anderson and Plans were made for an many months are now grow
'entertained her bridge pals, the Toni
Inez Kaiser who writes a syn- Miss Isabell Greenlee.
Johnson,
Mitchellease
evening of entertainment to be ing into many years of time
,Nonchalants at her home on Anderson, Marla Jones. Robert dicated column "Hints for Horn.
held on Saturday. June 24, at to work out the formula to
Claremont Circle. With excit- Montgomery. Maurice Johnson, makers" for the Sengstanke
Sounds like an interestiug the home of Mrs. Ida Lee
end Northern de facto schools
.mg evenings in mind, she se- Theodore Johnson, Lawrence, publications was through town
afternoon doesn TIT It's four Winfry.
segregation through the
lected her gifts accordingly --, Myers. Tony Tate. Michael:on her way from B'ham and
o'clock.
Folowing the business ses- "Creat High Schools" apevening gloves, a beaded eve- Jones. Jimmy Boone. Ronald called her friend Velma Lois
a delicious menu was proach. has been praised to
sion,
ning bag and a silver cigarette Collins, Ronald Clark, Clint' Jones. The two were in gradThe Stewardess Board No. 2
a Courier newsman by U.S
.case. And with such prizes in Jackson. Orelius Collins. D. C.; uate school together at Co- of Mt. Olive Cathedral invites served by the hostess.
Among the members pressnt Commissioner of Education
stor it's no wonder the gals Jordan. Roy Seymour andlumbia University. The enter- ; you to their Annual Friends
played every hand to the hilt. Timothy Seymore all executed ,prising young woman heads her, Day Sunday at _:30 in the after- , were Mesdames Ida Lee Jack- Harold Howe III.
Parker, Pea:I
Howe made the statement
exu-rown public relations firm in noon. They're featuring the'son, Marion
Lillian Newman, Lou i se the latest dances with the
Beatrice
a press conference last
Ingram,
at
Dorothy
Pugh,
Schola Cantorium from Dou1 Kansas City, Mo.
Ward, Ruth McDavid and guest berance of youth.
'Allen, Alma Patton, Mantels Thursday preceding his apthe
under
School
able
High
glas
Warren Hawkins were the ones Assisting as chaperones were. Handsome Paul Jones was alpearance here as main speakdirection of Omar R. Robinson, Scott, Mary Williams, Ida Lee
who made every hand count. Mrs. Lillian
Winfry, Luvera Johnson, and er at a banquet at the PennJordan, Mrs. so in town recently, he had Jr,
Sheraton Hotel for donors,
Carribean cruise and
Delcenia Lawshee.
Making merry were Lytia Lavonzella Winters and Linda been on a
races at the
to
way
his
Keeley.
on
was
cam
who
sister
Karen's
McKinney. Mildred trawford,'
Concilation
Samelen Wilson, Loretta Kateo,1 home from Tennessee State Hot Springs. He's a
Justic.
of
You'
Department
University
celebrate
her
help
to
How
Bernice
Williams.
Elmyra
remember he was once here
ard. Myrtle White and guests the occasion,
down at the Federal Building
'
Walterine Outlaw, Sallie BarKaren is an eight grader' and is now in L. A.
Ann
Northcross.
tholomew, Nell
at Hamilton High where
Benson and Grace Parker.
We were thrilled to receive
she is a m e m b e r of the
Braille magazine, "The NeJr..
'a
National
Soniety
Honor
Delicious barbecued r i b s,
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
Braille Magazine" from
gro
Social
Science
Club
the
and
pork shoulder, spaghetti, red
students
blind
the
for
I00%
HUMAN
Cox
Nola
HAIR
Jr. Glee Club. Her father is
cabbage slaw. hot bread and
at Georgia Avenue Allie Mae
relishes made up the dinner James A. Seymour.
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Roberts' sister in Durham.
with calorie-loaded scrumptious
MFanderings .
. Well it She's the one they call "DuchTO THE BUYING PUBLIC
dessert.
as
cake
cherry cheese
happened again — something
friend Lydia Merrick
All the Sequins will tell you happened to our column up in ess." Her
100% HUMAN
is chairman of the Magazine,
. what a swinging bridge ses- the Windy City where it's printBUY DIRECT AND
Merrick.
Ed
of
widow
the
she's
HAM WIG
for
staged
sion Rose Nell Iles
ed Some of the names of whose father was one of the
; them at Steinberg's Malibu the members of the J. U. G. S.
SAVE UP TO
founders of North Carolina Mu-House. Rose's blondness was were left out and they were
where
company.
Insurance
50% OR MORE
-enhanced by the bright peacock Pearl Gordon. Ann Nelson tual
George
'knit suit she wore. The white Hester Miller. the president, Nola's late husband,
vice-president.
WE HAVE EVERY COLOR
decor of the posh supper club'Nedra Smith, Joan Johnson and
de a handsome contrast for Norma Griffin whom we're Incidentally Allie Mae
maSEE US FOR
the bright colored outfits worn told
charmingly doing marvelously well and is
all
were
by the femmes as they dined attired at -their ball held in the busy writing a book. Her
EXPERT STYLING
on shrimp and chicken dinners.; Holiday jnn-Rivermont.
niece Atty. Claudia Shropshire.
was here last fall for a
Our Wigs Are...
Bids ran high for the crystal. We heard that A. C. Williams who
SPECIAL
meeting, has married Delegal
FREE HEAD FORM
rewards for top scorers Ruth, paid a tribute to the late
•
- Venilated
Adjustable
HANDMADE WIGS
troit Barrister Thomas John
WITH EACH WIG
Mims. whose first prize was genial W. F. "Bill" Nabors Morcom, Jr.
• Finest Workmanship
Ad
Living
Cola
Coca
the
as
parfait glasses: Thelma Harris;
The Women of Emmanuel
was second prize winner and was presented. This thoughtfulS25.00 Value
church are giving
Episcopal
he
and
C.
A.
of
typical
is
ness
was rewarded with cru ets
Lenten Tea Sunday
annual
their
a
remembered
have
couldn't
trimmed with silver. and Marparish hall of the
10:00 TO 5:30
garet Bush's prize was a snack nicer person than the late in the The
church's choir
church.
Mr.
representative,
Cola
Coca
.
;tray set.
Mr. Nabors, who always sup- is being featured in a Passion
THURS.
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
Helping to make the party ported charitable projects. The Musical, and guest soloists
TIL
830
pretty and enjoyable were Glo-IJ. U. G. S. ball was for the from other churches will also
ria Howard, Almazine Davis, benefit of the St. Jude Hospital be presented with the choir.
Mrs. L. Alex Wilson is chairJessie McNeely. Juanita Cren- founded by Danny Thomas.

!JOINS CHICAGO

'Bridge Club
Entertained

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE

'Plan To En
School Bias
Is Praised

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

100% Human Hair

WIGS

iowntown • union
110Ulhland

HENRY WATKINS

EDWARD JOHNSON

as'.

malt

fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/
2 to 321/2.

Arnel-nylon
knit
skimmer

Nib
REC
ents
seen

1.90
aiees 16 1 2

10 211 1 2

A-line

skimmer

lovely

fashioned of Arne/ triacetate and nylon textured travel knit . . .
washable, crease -resist.
ant and flower-fresh all
day long . . .

inverted

front pleat and self-buttons

the

accentuate

slender look ... cnuose
light blue or beige.

MAIL ORDERS: Add 500 postage
dettusry.
plus 4% !or

S5995

PHONE

MON CAME INC. OPEN 'DAILY

527-3619

14 NO. MAIN STREET

RHEALEE
HAT SHOP

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AVE.
WHITIHAVEN

44 S. MAIN
•
•
•
•
1,12 UNION
• SOUTHLAND MALI. •

521-4434
274.2045
31E-00E4

Fresh As Spring, And Will Carry You
Into Suer... Designed For Flattery
4

THE SMARTLY DRESSED WOMEN
SHOULD COMPLETE HER OUTFIT
WU A HAT

Mrs.Dora Robinson

FLOWER

Have Something Exciting
To*Show Everyone For
EASTER... The Newest In
Styles Of Hats And Bags..
Carrying You Through
Spring And Simmer Of

4111107
0111132111.STRAW

THE NEWEST COLORS AND STYLES
BY MR JOHN, EMMIE, DON ANDERSON,
OLEG CASSINI And Many Others.

100%Human Hair Wigs

Complete Line of Newest

1967

STRAWS & FABRICS

PROFILE SUITER
USE OUR CONEVIENT LAYAWAY OR CHARGE

HATS

49 No.Main St.
526-3084
Memphis, Tenn. 38103

S2999
Up
DYNEL PONY TAILS
$500

•
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Veatrice Carroll Wed At Walker Memorial
es of yellow satin and carried
The wedding of Miss Veatrice\ afternoon, Feb. 111, at the Walk- Evans, officiating.
bouquets of yellow carnations.
church
Christian
Memorial
er
Smith
Carroll and Walter E.
The bride is the daughter Charles Smith was his brothwas solemnized on Sunday with the pastor, Elder G.A.
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeroy Carroll er's best MAIL Ushers were
of 3228 Rochester. rd. The Rozall Carroll, brother of the
Groom's parents are Mr. and bride, and Alonzo Hughes.
Little Miss Marietta Brown
Mrs. Walter H. Smith of Indianthe flower g i r I. Anthony
was
apolis, Ind.
Owens was ringbearer.
Given in marriage by her A reception honoring the coufather, the bride wore a long ple was held immediately after
Senior: "I'm going to study satin gown with an Empire the ceremony in the church
By DICK WEST
abroad after I 4raduate "
waistline, a lace bodice which fellowship hall.
WASHINGTON — When I Junior: "Do you have a stufeatured a rounded neckline and The bride is a graduate of
spoke before a college group dent exchange grant?"
long sleeves. She carried a bou- Mitchell Road High school and
recently, I addressed the au- Senior: "No, I have a CIA quet of orchids.
is presently a student at
Tennessee A&I State university.
dience as "members of the scholarship."
faculty, students, CIA agents, It is not as yet clear whether Mrs. Lorraine C. Wilks of Mr. Smith is a former student
of hon- at Tennessee A&I State univeretc."
the CIA has similar ties with Nashville was matron
Miss
were
Bridesmaids
or.
sity and is presently employed
I thought that was a pretty other groups, but some memWhite and Miss Louise with the Radio Corporation of
good gag, but nobody laughed. bers of Congress have criti- Norma
of Memphis.
America in Indianapolis, where
Now I think I understand why. cized the agency for domestic Marshall
and his bride will live.
It could be they were so ac- involvement.
he
dresEmpire
They wore
customed to having CIA agents This illustrates how much
in their midst, they didn't think opinion has changed since the
founding fathers warned
it was meant as a joke.
At any rate, the disclosure against entangling foreign althat the National Student As- liances.
sociation is one of the oldest, Now the consensus seems to
established CIA "Covers" in be that the CIA should promote
the U.S.A. has certainly raised foreign entanglem ents but
avoid alliances at home.
a cloud of dust.
a
I wouldn't be surprised if Things also have changed
Iscenes like these should de- since the 1950: when Congressmen were demanding invesSix
velop:
to determine whether
tigations
Scene I
51
organizations I
The hot line at the White any American
s
foreiin 1
House rings. President JohnsonI were controlled by
DEFENDER
TRI-STATE
NEW
THE
a
agents.
hears
1
picks up the receiver and
in.1
I TO
the angry voice of Soviet Pre- Now they're demanding
vestigations to determine whe- I
i
mier Alexei N. Kosygin.
any American organizather
'I
this
Kosygin: "Mr. President,
AmeriI
'is an outrage. We have dis- tions are controlled by
I
covered that some of our stu- can ageets.
Ne.
StetsZose
Addrsu
Street
dent groups have been infil- The moat damaging thing
I'
about the whole affair may be
City
trated by the CIA."
Mr. Johnson: "Welcome to the report that the CIA was
paying the student association
the club."
close to $400,000 a year.
Scene II

New Scenes From
CIA Uncovering

..
A
.R

.I
1

I New Subscription Order i
send me the Trl-State g
11 Kindly
below
Defender to address
: On. year $6.00 months $3.50 1,

SMITH—CARROLL NUPTIALS

1

MEMPHIS

LARGEST FOOD STORES

EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mericienhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
RECEIVING LINE — Parents of the young couple are
seen here in the receiving

ents of the groom; Mr. and
Mrs. Walter E. Smith, bride
and groom; and Mr. and

line during reception. From
left are Mrs. Walter H.
Smith and Mr. Smith, par-

Mrs. Jeroy Carroll, parents
of the bride.

' Clara Barton

FRED MONIES!
VEGETABLE

MORTON'S FROZEN

••••• •••••••••• 1

GERMAN CHOCOLATE
CAKE

Club Meets

HERFF FORD
BREAKS
PRICE BARRIER

At Flora's
Miss Frances Tharpe and
Bernice
Mesdames
Aladin,
Beulah Thompson and Ellen
Calliam were hostesses for the
monthly meeting of the Clara
Barton Health club at Flora's
Wedding chapel.

AGAIN!

Mrs. Fairy Austin
and reports were
various committees.
on a nursing student
by the club was also

SPECIAL SALE

Present for the evening were
Miss Marie Brooks, Miss Debora Thompson, Mrs. Willie
Briscoe, Mrs. Nellie Counts,
Miss Ernestine Martin, Mrs.
LaBlanche Jackson, Mrs. Alberta Sample, Miss Cornelia
Sanders, Mrs. Ethel Watkins,
Mrs. Lucille Brewer, Miss
Harry M. Simons. Mrs. Clovie
Walls, Mrs. Emma T. Johnson,
Mrs. Edith Scott, Mrs. Mary
Lee Scott, Mrs. Mary Bradley,
Mrs. Bertha Ray and Mrs.
Ernestine Cohran.

NO GIMMICKS
ALL FORDS LISTED MUST BE SOLD!

10-1965 FORDS

TO C110011Z FROM
GALAXIES, 1-B1RDS, FALCONS AND FAIRLANES
2 doors, 4 door and hardtops. Some hove air conditioning, satomedic, power steering, radio, and wsw tires.

$1095uP

INI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

s41
•
•

30-1966 FORDS

Hostesses for the March
meeting will be Miss Marie
Brooks, Mesdames Mary Bradley, Fairy Austin and Ernestine
Cohran. It will be held at
Flora's Wedding Chapel.

PEANUT180z.
BUTTER
jar

49

WE HONOR
GOVERMENT t
FOOD STAMPS

9
6

VAN CAMP'S

TUNA
44

DUNCAN HINES

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

HAS A PLAN POR ALL TO OWN ONE

ci'ord

- 06,...44146.4

RIM MEAT CHUNK)

50

2 oz.
1
6/

MONTESI

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

HERFF

458-1151

JIFF

FRED

DO YOU NAYS A MUSTANG

open Kites

4 TOTAL
LIMIT

2lbs.

1645up2+21

2450 Summer

LUNCHEON MEAT

PANCAKE MIX 390

All are factory equipped, some with air conditioning, satomatic
transmission, power steering, radio and W.S.W. tiros.

HERFF FORD

WILSON'S

PILLSBURY

fait

GALAXIE 500's-2-DOORS AND 4-DOORS
T-ILIRDS--FAIRLANE 500 4-DOORS

Nobody WALKS Away

BIF or MOR.

Miss Berta Lenoir wa wet
coined into the club.

FRI.-SAT.-MON. ONLY!

•
•

presided,
given on
A report
sponsored
made.

13°z. 49e

•
•
•
•

Head bowed. James Hoffa. 54,
president of the powerful Tamsters Union, surrenders himself to U.S. Marshals in Washington. Convicted of jury tam.
pering, Hoffa faces at least
32 months behind bars. (UPI
[Telephoto)
——

MAKES YOU

LOOK
OL)ER11lMJ ARE

11149#0111681

CRISCO
SNOWDRIFT

CRISCO
SNOWDRIFT

3 lb.cal
3 lb. can

• In* steepen sod $5.00 elidltional parches% esteledins
seise of coupes merchandise. (-fresh intik products wed
tobacco also excluded In compliance with state law).
One coupon per fan, i I y. Coupon expires Wednesday,,
Noon, March 15

WITH, COUPON

FRED

PUREX
2so

111

MONTE—I

MOTHER'S BEST
PLAIN or SELF RISING

FLOUR
2 Lima

•• ••• ••••••••••

v

47e

•

•

'mg ....mg..%

""att.".k.an.'wegoae.et

Oen-

•••••
•
..11%
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GIFT TO TUSKEGEE —
"Storm Fled," else of Leslie
Fliegel's casein paintings
representing the rtist's personal recollections of Caribbean crusing, is a recent
gift to the Tnskegee Institute Carver Museum Ga

SPORTS
HORIZON

lery. The painting, valued
at $266, was donated to the
gallery's permdnent colletstion by the Old Bergen Art
Guild of New Jersey. Admiring the painting are Mrs.
L. H. Foster, Sr., left, mother of Tuskegee institute

President L. H. Foster and
President Foster's sister,
Mrs. Emma Hendrick. Tus.
kegee students, faculty and
staff members selected
"Storm Fled" from a collection of 20 casein paintings recent y exhibited at
the gallery.

she
big
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she
she

By BILL umommism
!out to justify their high perches
TOURNEY TRAIL
The howl of the March wind! against the season's also-ran's.
is a tip-off that the basketball For the schoolboy quintets,
season is nearing its climax., ship is their ultimate goal. HunFor the next two weeks, cage! dreds of teams have sires
fans fill be kept at a fever been eliminated across the
pitch as their teams hit the ! state with the completion of the
Given Away By HULL DOBBS Only
tournament trail. In these tour- districts last week. This week
even
narrowed
neys, champions in some cases,' the field will be
points, led all point-makers. Overton 63-55 for District 35
See Us Before You Buy Any Kind of Car.
neys in nine regions.
will be going against their further, with the weeding-out of
University
Memphis
honors.
the
as
picked
Patin°,
Frank
Monday
beginning
week,
counterparts, and on other oc- the remaining squads to 18! Next
School pulled a surprise by
See The Exciting Memphis — Mid South -International Auto Show
casions, the pacesetters will be teams from the regional tour- ' at the University of Tennessee!"Most Valuable Player," got downing Westwood 63-50 for
fieldhouse in Knoxville, a chem.t 20 for Carver.
third place.
At The
Douglas got off to a fast
pion of the Tennessee SecondAll three tourneys were finanMemphis Municipal AlAitorium
ary Schools Athletic Associa- start to coast to a 77-45 win. cial successes. At White Station
another,
with
finals
the
saw
3,500
withj
clash
a
in
tions will be crowned. Nashvil- for thrid place
March 11th Thru 19th
3,000 crowding in to watch host.
le Pearl, losers of only one Father Bertrand. The Red'
Bartlett in the county wind-up.
I
game in two years, will rule as Devils allowed their opponents!A power failure, which knocked
the favorite to succesfully de- a fraction less than 42 points out the scoreboard clock, help
fend its TSSAA title in as many in four tournament contests up 2,300 fans for more than an
Special Discount Tickets At
points per hour at Washington Gym the
attempts. Treadwell derailed in while scoring a 56
scored final night.
district play, will not be a- game. George Willis
Price Will Never
Harvey The all-tournament team inJames
and
points
30
round to challenge this year.
Be More Ritint
pulled 16 rebounds off the cluded Petah° and Heft) McThe departure of Treadwell boards to win a berth in the
Neil of Carver, James Rix and
leaves Carver, Bartlett, Central
regional.
Steverson of Woodstock, James
and Woodstock to fight it out
seven foot Harvey and George Witha of
for the two spots in the state Tall Bartlett, with
LFINANCE
Morris, Douglass, Horace Hobson of
THIS AMT.
tourney reserved for the top Steve Turner and Larry
school's first Negro cager, Lester and Melvin Williams of!
the
week's
this
in
finishers
two
$2275
'66 CHEVROLET
Impala sport CMILSt, factors' air, tall DOWer. Like new.
Region Nine action at White showing the way, defeated Bertrand.
Station Gym and the Mid-South
$1725
'66 CHEVROLET
4 done, factory air. V-11. radio. heater.'Extra nice.
Coliseum. Carver and Bartlett
$1825
'65 CHEVROLET
will be unable to make it to
SUM r sonrt coupe, factory eh', full power. Like new.
the state. Assuming, which is
$1725
•
'65 CHEVROLET
dangerous in tourney play,
Impala soon COU D.. SLAW:1rd tram., radio. heater. Double sharp.
Bartlett and Carver will meet
• $1625
'65 CHEVROLET
in the semi-finals at the ColiImpala ationr. Ponner:ida. radio, heater. lire new.
seum Thursday night, the loser
'65 CHEVROLET
5
6172
will have to wait another year.
miles
14.11011
Sharpie.
heater.
radio.
Impala convertible.
Bartlett upset Carver in the
$1325.
'64 CHEVROLET
Knights of Columbus Holiday
Mahbu toner coupe. automatic traal., fluff" beater. Like new.
tourney, but the Cobras haven't
$1075
'64 CHEVROLET
4-,tone sedan. 6 cylinder. standard tran;„ radio. heater. Like aew.
been defeated but one other
time this season.
$1450
'64 CHEVROLET
impala snort muse, automatic, radio. he•ter. Like KW.
Ramer and Central are favor'63 CHEVY II
6990
ites to clash in the other semiNose sport coupe. at.ioniane tram, radio, beater. Gas saver.
final game. With hot-shooting
'tour,
Woodstock in the same bracket,
'63 CHEVROLET
$975
some upsets could be sprung
Impala consitetible, automatic trans.. Dower steering tato, heater. Sharpie.
to alter the pairings in the
MACE° WALKER.. President of the Universal Life Insurance Co.,
$825
'63 RAMBLER
semi's.
Standard trans_ 6 cylinder. 6 passenger, too rank. Extra Clear
has, through it's representatives, refused repeatedly, to consider the
DISTRICT WINNERS
$1075
"62 CHEVROLET
return of it's employees, who have contributed a lifetime of devoted
In District 36, Central took
Impala convertible. automatic. power steering. red beauty.
scalping Kingsmarbles
the
all
'62 CHEVROLET
and faithful service to Universal Life Insurance Company.
6750
bury 60-37, in the finals. Fraystates wagon automatic trans., radio. heater. V-8. Like
regional
the
ser qualified for
$1050
'62 CHEVROLET
Impala wort coon.. automatic trans power ateeriag. radio and
with a 65-56 consolation vicletter, double sharp.
tory over Treadwell. Curry
The Union rejects the comAfter Nine Months of nego'62 FORD
$675
Todd, the Eagles all-Stater,
iktoor, automatic tram., radio sad heater. red and white beauty,
proposal to drop these
pany's
was held to three points in his
company's answer
tiations;
high
'61 CHEVROLET
brilliant
a
of
game
final
$799
employees and is amazed at .
Impala 6-door. automatic tram., ME° and heater. One owner
stated that after considering the
school career.
and nice.
callousness of the Univerthe
various materials, arguments and
Carver scored to its wits'
'61 FORD
$575
sal Life Insurance Company's
end in a one point win over
adrinr. automatic trans., rad* beater, V4. One owner beauty.
appeals made by- the Union, that
Douglass in the semi-finals,
position.
'59 OLDSMOBILE
$475
they find.:
romped in the District 34 chamtier M. 4-door, automatic trans., Dower teens:. Perfect condi1 Oa.
"Your position in terms of the
pionship game with an 83-77 tri"NO REASON FOR CHANGING
umph over Woodstock. The
,59 CHEVROLET
$575
economic life of your employees
rebounding
Impala sport coupe, aangasetle tries., radio and heater. Like sew.
Cobras
OUR POSITION"
superior
is diametrically opposed to-the
made the difference. Actually,
(2/7/67)
the keen shooting eyes of the
company's public position on.
Aggies found the range for 30
social issues" stated the Union,
field goals, three more than
Carver registered. Woodstock.
Maceo Walker (in absentia)
having to play aggressively because they trailed by 11 at
A. Gilliam, Chairman
R.
halftime, enabled Carver to
Oscar Bloodworth, V.P. OPEIU
Samuel J. Weintraub, Attorney
cash in on 29 of 36 free throws.
527-2664
740 UNION
William H. Oliver, Co-Director
Gary Steverson. tallying his
Thomas Willis
1.000th point of the season when
UAW Fair Practices Dept.
John C. Parker
he scored the first of his 21

REGISTER TO WIN A
NEW MUSTANG

FIRST CHOICE
AUTOS ONLY

nes
two
wit
act
gar
tha
of
eve

ren
in
sta

at
her

FREE

740 UNION

HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY

$149 Down-4,

2700 POPLAR AVE.

Progress Report To...
Universal Life Insurance Company Employees

ETURN OF EMPLOYEES
REMAINS PRIME ISSUE
Walker's Answer

Union's Answer

Maceo Walker

the

Alb

COMPANY COMMITTEE. ..

UNION COMMITTEE. ..

CHEVROLET

Jennie Lee Murphy, Pres. LU 367
Charles Biagi, UAW Staff Rep.
Willie Mae Alexander, Chairlady
Bernice Bridgeforth, Co- "

R. L. Wynn
_Fletcher Hudson, Attorney

STEINBERG'S**
0

MALIBU HOUSE

0

FORMERY TONY'S INN

o

Freon $1.75 Up New Open At 11:00 A.M. For
Luncheon mei Dinners 6:00 P.M. Til
0
olo

4
0
0

U.S. CHOICE STEAKS
O•
From $245 Up

Fried Extra Large Fantail SHRIMP $1 95

Southern Fried CHICKEN $1 15

11Salad - French Fried Potatoes - Rolls
AllType Pizza's - From $1 25 Up
Cold Plates - Of All Kind - Sin Up
THESE ARE ONLY A FEW ITEMS ON OUR MENU
NEVER ANY COVER OR MINIMUM CHARGE
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

Patronize Our Business
Your Business is Appreciated
Mr.& Mrs.WILTON STEINBERG
Owners

A

Operators

WHAT?

WHO."..

WHEN. •

1404 LYCEUM ROAD
PH.946-9289

W• Cater To All Of Parties Prices Range

Universal & Walker Oapose Human Riabts
This is Maceo Walker, the man Universal, and Maceo'Walker, Negotiations were held
after nine months of bargaining
on Tuesday, February 7th and - behind the scenes
Walker makes the decisions iisplays a callous disregard for the
Wednesday, February 8, 1967
that these employees be rejected. humanity that has given so much
Walker .. calls the shots though personal sacrifice, in a lifetime of
The first session was he refuses to participate in actual toil; towards the wealth of Univernegotiations. The responsibility sal Life.
held at the Federal Mediation
.... After publicly promising
lies on his shoulders
Building offices.
these employees "every considerThe second session was
ation" to return to their jobs..
held at the offices of SamuelWein,Memphis World, Sat..Sept: 17, 1966
traub, Universal's attorney.

WHERE...

"BAD FAITH & UNLAWFUL"
THREE MONTH CONTRACT...

BAD FAITH...

AFTER Nine Months of negotiations, which were preceded by National Labor Relations Board Election,
the Universal Insurance company demands that the Union sign a contract
which would end with the NLRB certification year, a THREE MONTHSCONTRACT to May 10, 1967.

After being certified by the
N.L.11.B. nine months ago, the company
demands that the Union presentthe company a "check-off of cards" during this
period to substantiate .that the Union
represents a majority of the employees..
This is a flagrant display of 'Bad Faith'
Bargaining.

Negotiations were
recessed on Feb 8,
1967 for the Union
to study the Proposal's of the Company.

The Union will continue to use all of its energies'
and resources to achieve justice for these harassed employees who have been denied their rights to a livelihood.
The least that Maceo Walker can do...after nine.monthS
of behind-the-scene's manipulation.. .is to attend the
negotiating session in person.

OPE1U Local Union 367 ALF-CIO
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Dot Donegan: Many Splendored Talent
she's delightful,! Realizing the talent that only
She's lovely,
"I guess you :an see thati that, DD answered: "Oh. not
..
y origmal an needed to be formally trained,II
she's
really loved music and not to be a millionaire, of course,
highly talented. But if Dorothy:
her
father,
Donazell
Donegan
--1
the
money I made for play. but just to live like one."
Donegan had liked to rise upl
early in the morn, chances are] one of Chicago's top-ranked ing it. That quarter, however, Although born in the Windy
you might never have known chefs — made provisions for took me out of the ranks of the City, Dorothy has lived in Los
she was the entertainer that Dorothy to study classical pi- amateurs and I knew 1 had to
ano under Dr. Rudolf Ganz at make more money so I could ,
she now is.
the Chicago Music College.
pay my union dues!"
"I primarily chose show busi- This fact is apparent in some
ness so that I could sleep until of the introductions to the pop- Typically Donegan are her,
two in the afternoon," she said,. ular tunes she plays. It's noth- many witticisms on and off!
with tongue in cheek.
ing for her to blend a little stage. She is able to hold her
But after seeing the pianist'si Brahma with Erroll Garner's own with fans who rib her during her grueling, body-twisting
active 15-month-old son, Done- "Misty."
45-minute sets.
gan Miles, you know right away
took further music study
that she must get herself out, She
at the Chicago Conservatory of She reads avidly and feels1
hour'
respectable
at
a
bed
of
Music before deciding to turn that autobiographies offer her
every morning.
the most inspiration. She recentprofessional.
ly finished Sammy Davis,
Miss Donegan. who is currently working for two weeks Miss Donegan, who has made Jr.'s life story, "Yes I Can."
enterin balmy Puerto Rico. got her! nearly a million dollars
Her only ambition outside of
start as a child, playing piano taining others, was paid 25
professional show business is to be rich."fl
first
her
for
cents
Chicago,
here
in
churches
at
Wlien asked what she meant by
engagement. Said she:
her hontetown.

. SPECIAL OFFER.

Angeles and now resides in! troit's magnificent skyline and
Cleveland.
San Francisco's Golden Gate
"There is always something Bridge and Chicago. I just love
good about every city in which the people and the familiar surI have appeared. I love De- roundings of home."

Thru March 31st

$300 OFF
Regular Price
DIRECT FROM REMANUFACTURER ON
from
..$1225
GENERATORS
STARTERS

from...$1195

ALTERNATORS
Arent...$2395
INSTALLED WHILE YOU WAIT!!
REGULATOR SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

ROCKET AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
2642 LAMAR AVE - PH. 452-5666
Please Bring Ad. To The Store In Order To Receive
13.00 Discount On Service

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER'S ADVERTISERS
PRESS NOTICES — Heavyweight champion Muhammad
Ali (Cassius Clay), center, gets a packet 01 press clippings
from Harry Dale (left) and Bob Jackson, both vice presidents of Press Clippings Limited, 2400 W. Madison St. in
Chicago. The packet included clippings from Negro publications all over America. The firm also has offices in Detroit and Cleveland.

Memphians Will Sing
At LeMoyne Concerts
PIANIST DOROTHY DONEGAN strains to
keep two gaint-sized gladiators from "tearing each other apart" in a recent shot
taken at the London House. Radio WLS
news announcer Bruce Brown (left), later
confessed that he was happy Miss Donegan

stepped between him and the world heavyweight boxing champ Muhammad All. I
would have killed him," Bruce stated —
long after the champ had emplaned for
Miami.

LeMoyne College's cultural
activities coin mittee will present two Memphis artists in
concert during the months of
'March and April.
Miss Debris Jean Macklin,
a lyric soprano, will be presented in Bruce Hall on the
evening of March 31 in a recital featuring classiest and
jazz numbers.
A graduate of Central State

College in Ohio, Miss Macklin'
is enrolled at LeMoyne this
year „studying for a certificate
in elementary education. She
has gained considerable experience on concert stage, and
before,supper clubs in the east.
Benny Jenkins, well known
Memphis tenor, will be featured on campus during LeMoyne's Spring Arts Festival
Week, April 1044. His concert is scheduled for the evening of April 11.
Other events scheduled for
the arts festival are an exhibit
if faculty paintings from University of Iowa and a recital by
LeMoyne students.

wooste

The store that cares...about you!,

Play The Winningest Game Ever!
UPat
)10
TO
AND A&P PRODUCTS TO01

PLAY IT LIKE BINGO

NOTHING TO BUY... NOTHING TO WRITE
JUST PICK UP YOUR FREE GAME SLIPS!
Thousands of Prizes! The Exciting
0 New Game That's Full of Surprizes!

AIR POLICEMAN Airman
Sherman E. Liggins, son of
Mrs. Azela Herbin of 979 Grand
st., has been selected for technical training at Lackland AFB,
Tex., as a U. S. Air Force air
policeman. He is a 1963 graduate of Melrose High school.

Were having a party and everybody's invited! Just
pick up your free A&P's AWARDS & SURPRIZE
PARTY game book and start winning today; It's as
simple as Bingo . . . the rules on the back of yoi r
book show you how easily you can win . so many
different ways.
Receive a FREE game slip each time you visit your
A&P Super Market. Lock for bonus A&P's AWARDS
& SURPRIZE PARTY game slips to be printed in our
newspaper advertisements.

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED—ADULTS ONLY

PLAY AWARDS & SURPRISE PARTY GAME
IN ALL A&P FOOD STORES IN THE MEMPHIS AREA
IN TRAINING — Airman Joe
L. Jackson. grandson of Mrs.
Mattie M. Andrew% of 987 Lewis
st.. has been selected for technical training at Sheppard AFB,
Texas, as a U. S. Air Force
construction specialist. He is a
school.

Sunnyfield

Hour

25 Bli;p

1 79

Hot
Barbecue Chicken
Ready To Eat

People who love bargains...
go with Greyhound

To Carry Out

Greyhound is an exciting travel bargain. bargain,and discover the new and wonMany people first tried Greyhound for derful world of Greyhound.
that reason alone.Then found it was also Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound. For examplec
the ticket to a new world of discovery and
ONE
ONE WAY
S 69°
pleasure. The pleasure of discovering
s1510 NASHVILLE
CHICAGO
9239°
OHIO
CLEVELAND,
9101°
new
places,
new
new faces,
sights and
ST. LOUIS
9142°
TEXAS
DALLAS,
92199
DETROIT
sounds and scenery. No wonder Grey62°
93599 JACKSON, MISS.
NEW YORK CITY
hound carries more people than anySave 10% each way with a round-trip ticket
body else. Next trip, treat yourself to a
Greyhound Terminal- 203 Union Ave.- Pharos 525-3731

Lb.

59e

-

r,6

II' M.. it—
A

elP=r1,1

-

/ • ga%

GO GREYHOUND
•
and lea* the driving to us

STARS IN FILM -- R a
Charles' fans will be happy to
learn that he will be making his
first starring screen appearance
In "Blues For Lovers," an
Alexander Salkind production to
be released by 20th Century Fox
and which opens at the New
Daisy on March is. Tom Hell,
Mary Peach and Dawn Addams
also star in the drama with
music produced by Herman
BI a ger and directed by Paul
Henreid from a screenplay by
Burton Wobl.

\"4

Chitterlings

10 "oil 1"
Semi-Boneless
Whole
or Half

Lb.

Ham

690

U.S. NO. 1 RED

Lean and Meaty

Potatoes
1 0bag 59c

Spare Ribs

WAY

eisOgOia&g

PORK

39e

• 4770 POPLAR AVE.
• 3473 SUMMER AVE.
• 47110 SUMMER AVE,
• 3561 PARK AVE.
• 423 NO, CLEVELAND
• 2130 FRAYSER BLVD.
• 283£ LAMAR AVE.
• HIWAY 51 SO, • SOUTHAVEN
• 2465 POPLAR AVL
• 1500 SO, LAUDERDALE
PftlrES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. MARCH 11

SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1907
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Prizes Given

Eva Kate Chambers, and Bettie Jean Powell. Guests also
attending were Mrs. Jean Robin
son, Mrs. Gwendolyn Jones and
Mrs. Lillie Lipscomb.

!

At Bridge

Club Meeting Students To Get
Mrs. Bettye S. Washington Easter Recess
was hostess to the Las Mujeres
spring
College's
Bridge Club at her home on LeMoyne
recess is scheduled for March
Hornlake Road.
20-24, Monday through Friday,
Members winning prizes were the week before Easter.
Mesdames Lillie B. Rayner, a
Last day of school prior to
lady's electric shaver; Florine the recess will be Frida y,
Scullock, a rhinstone neck- March 17.
lace; Frankie Gregory, a black
Classes will be resumed Monlase Mantilla and the booby day morning. Match 27.
prize went to Mrs Mae Frances
LeMoyne's annual E a ste r,
Martin, a velvet mannequin Morning Service on campus is
pin cushion.
scheduled for March 26.
Mrs. Gregory also received a
white silk scarf with yellow
initials as a birthday gift from
the hostess.

Well-known vocalist Lee Curt of Area Four of the West TenBranch
Conference
ningham, will be featured with nessee
the UI Cantorium Ensemble' Missionary Society of the AME
during its recital at New Tyler Church. Mr. Cunningham will
AME Church, 56e Carperter be a beneficiary of some of the
Street, Sunday, March 12 at proceeds resulting from $1 00
5 p m. Mr. Cunningham enjoy,. donations made at the Church.
wide popularity for the beauty Rey. Loyce Patrick is pastor
and range of his voice. T h e of New Tylei.
concert is under the auspices

Household

Tip
councilmen Isms Dis- Mrs. Lavera Watkins, Mrs.
Kathleen Cawley, Howard
trict 7. Seated from left
Robinson, Mrs. Charles E
are Mrs. Vivian Williams,
Young, Mrs. Marie Mack,
Mrs. Elsie Armmer, Mr.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sawyern Mrs.
Morris, Mrs. Bessie Lawson
Priscilla Page and Mrs.
and Ernest C. Withers, Sr.
McWilliams, Howard Cash,
Standing, same order, are

post of

surprise in
BACKED BY ALUMNI —
Guests winning prizes were Having a built-in
one OHFor the sake of the record,
is
closet
guest
entryway
an
Mrs. Lulah Hedgeman, a travel
niembers of the Manassas
the ordinary
alarm clock, Mrs. Grace Brown sure way to turn
piece. Do it High School Alumni Club of
conversation
a
into
Mrs.
dictionary;
a white leather
1941 pledged to support
of color. Use
Willie Bell Blanchard. a rhine- with a splash
also Charlie F. Morris, Sr., this
which
tile,
ceramic
cleaned
stone dress pin. and Mrs. Helen
summer in his quest for the
withstand the drips from
Whalum, the booby prize of a' will
the knocks fro
and
clothing
wet
box of stationary.
umbrellas and boots, and thei
Other members present wereiopening of the closet door is/
Mesdames Emma Jean Turnerd sure to be the opening of a
Therese Brown, Lirlee Jones. lively conversation.

Mrs. Leverne Weathers,
Mrs. Katherine Humphrey
and Mrs. Augustine Mat
thews. Photo By Mrs. C. F.
Morris)

The appointment of Harry H. A graduate of the University
Chapman, Jr. to succeed Mr. of Louisville, Mr. Chapman
Nash as Tennessee General holds a bachelor of science
Personnel Manager was also degree in mechanical engineerannounced by Mr. Bunn. A ing. He also studied at Indiana
native of Jacksonville, Fla., University under the Executive
Mr. Chapman has been serv- Development Program.
The retirement of G. W. Nash.: Born in Corinth, Mississipei, ing as Administrative Assistant Mr. Chapman was a membet
Tennessee general personnelj Mr. Nash received his B.S. de- to the Assistant Vice President of the Junior Chamber of Commanager for Southern Bell,'gree from Mississippi State in Atlanta, Ga., since June, merce in Owensboro, Louisville,
Mississippi 1966.
and Frankfort, Ky. and the
has been announced by Mr. university, then
Wallace R. Bunn, Vice Presi- State college. He is married to
Mr. Chapman began his tele- Civitan Club of Owensboro
dent and General Manager. the former Pauline Frances phone career in Louisville, He is a licensed Professional
Mr. Nash's retirement, effec- Goyne of Maryville, Tennesse. Ky., in 1952 and since then Engineer, and was a member
tive March 31, follows a career Their daughter. Mrs. Sara Aim has held positions in Frankfort, of the Phi Kappa Tau Fraterof more than forty years of Nash Cantrell, is a resident of Louisville, Owensboro, a n d nity at the University of Louisservice with the telephone Knoxville.
Richmond, Ky. He also served ville. He is affiliated with the
A member of the Civitan Club as Financial Operations Mana- Presbyterian Church.
company.
Nashville and UGF Commit- ger of the Treasury Depart- Mr. Chapman's hobbies inMr. Nash was appointed of
on Personnel administi-a- ment of A. T. & T. in New clude golf, swimming, readitig
Tennessee General Personnel tee
tion, Mr. Nash is a Mason and York City.
and music.
Be1953.
October,
Manager in
a past president of the Tenacs-,
fore that, he had served in
see Industrial Personnel AS60various positions in Nashville,
ciation.
KncxDyersburg,
Chattanooga,
OFFICE
ville, Tennessee and was also
RENT
FOR
ROOMS
District Plant Manager in West 2-Furnished rooms for rent, downtown
162164.161 REALE ST.
very convenient For informatton.
Palm Beach, Florida, for two area.
Call —
JA 5-0200
JA 6-78891
years.
During World War II, Mr.
Nash was on military leave
from Southern Bell and served Why sutler agony? Is minutes get relief that
-release formula
as Lt. Colonel in the U.S. lasts with ORA-RL. Speed
to work quickly to relieve
it
Puts
Eurothe
in
Corps
Army Signal
throbbing toothache pain.
Recommended by manyANINIIIA
pean Theater.
for

ersonne Manager At

Southern Bell Retires

RCA VICTOR'
"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"

C

EPSTEIN

TOOTHACHE'
pharmacist

,ora-jel•
Ask YOU(

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
•
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale

JA 6-1450

411••

PEST
'EXTERMINATING CO:

"WE KILL TO
CALL

LIVE"

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7-6033

THAN%
LOAN OFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 11171 REAL STREET IA 6-5300

li. H. CHAPMAN

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

MODEL GH1.771
255 SO IN RECTANGULAR SCREEN
LARGEST COLOR TV SCREEN!

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

More
TV Servicemen
Own

RCA VICTOR COLOR TV
Than All Other
Leading Makes
Combined
(TRENDEX SURVEY)

I

RCA Victor, the company that pioneered Color
Television, now brings you Color so real yeu'll
think you are there. And RCA Victor Color TV is
housed in decorator cabinetry that will do wonders
for your decor. It's a perfect combination of engineering excellence and furniture elegance!
The rectangular RCA Hi-Lite 'Tube features new
Perma-Chrorne for locked-in color fidelity. Powerful
25,000-volt chassis plus ultra-sensitive VHF and UHF
tuners bring in harcLto-get channels like magic.
Many other deluxe features: RCA Automatic Color
Purifier to "cancel external magnetism . .. automatic scene control circuits ...6" oval duo.con•
speaker with all.rango tone control ... one-set VHF
fin. tuning that automatically -remembers" to give
the best picture.

‘,

No Money Down!
No Payment 'itil June '67

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
4

G. W. NASH

Guest To Speak
At Lenten Service
A Lenten worship service
will be held in the church sanctuary of Second Congregational
church at 764 Walker ave on
Sunday, March 12. at 7 p.m.,
and the speaker will be Rev.
Elmer M. Martin. pastor of
St. Andrew AME church.
, Mrs. Gladys Sharp, a deaconess, will share in the leadership
of the worship service. The
public is invited
Rev. J. C. Mickle is pastor
of the church and will preside.

Buy U.S.

All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING ALL 3 STORES

...e.

ANOTHER LOCATION COMING SOON ...TO
SERVE YOU BETTER!! 2574 LAMAR

Bonds
EAST

Sammy
supr.4.•• Nohow sad Sm.",

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.

WHITEHAYEN

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Ms 04w, Ii S.

MORE

8

CONVINIINT
11111, lOCATIONS
wo•Ills 00103 Uri apt-

FRAYSER

Serving Memphis for over 20 Years—
Since 1945
I.. E. GATLIN

Ph. 3241-4406

CAN YOU USE

Ph. 396-0995

1

G Ispow

tkerver Mwe

Mother's name

Address

AUTHENTIC EARLY
AMERICAN CABINETRY

r,11 /61/1854kift4t

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following locations:
ALE\ ANDER SUNDRY
357
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
8o2 isell,maton
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue, BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
520.9040
Free Delivers Oven 7 Days
9
12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vine.
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN

3199 Ford Rood
GEOPGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 F,restome
GOLDEN'S SUMORY
2533 Rork Ave.
224-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
Alle Wolk., Aron.*
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Mc Lessens
J. B. summer
me vow., A ~woe
JEL DRIVE.IN GROCERY
1580 S. Parlovey E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Loir• Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 °ark Avenue
452.3101
Speedy Delivery

ii

LOAN

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BINS-RATS
Lleeesod and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

lel

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 vollentine
776-9500
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentoo•
272-3112
Fe. Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
1/7 Silveroge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vanes.
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
201 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Mogaz,rass & Newspapers
All Out of Torn Nowa,
POD.,-.

10 N. Malls
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
9/2-1712
Pres. & 0.1. Service
POST OFFICE •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZ!: DRUG 12
709 Beale
PROSPECT RE XALL
2243 S. flellaeus Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orlitons
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 s. Perlivrey E.
9/8-4531
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RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVEAN GROCERY
178 W. mr,chill
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. Mot-arra:ass
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thames
575.8811 — 526.9727
Fr•scroptions & Drug,

STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Servic•
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florldo
SW Ter's TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
155 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLII4GTON
251 E. Mclemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. B.00ks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazine;
Frees All Toreros
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920

Ph. 358-45115

s

